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ABSTRACT

This report discusses the involvement of the military in
natural disaster operations and the character of military-civilian
relaticns when such involvement occurs. Data drawn from the
United States as well av other societies indicate that military
organizations often perform important emergency tasks for
communities struck by disaster. For example, military organiza-
tions may take part in disaster warning, rescue, security, and
other disaster-related activities. Authority relations and coor-
dination are some of the problem areas in military-civilian
relations during disaster operations. The date also indicate that
the way in which military units participate in the response of a
community to disaster reflects the nature of the society in which
the disaster takes place, the organizational composition of the
disaster-struck community, and the characteristics of military
groups.
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PREFACE

Conspicuous by their presence in disaster operations, are military
organizations. In American as well as other societies they are expected
to and actually do participate rather extensively in large-scale communi-
ty emergencies. Th4- report examines their operations in such situations
and some of the ensuing militar -civilian problems.

The first chapter discusses in somewhat abstract terms the typical
structure and characteristics of military organizations. Much of this
material, of course, will be quite familiar to most military men, but
the presentation is primarily intended to stress to the general read(
and civilian officials in particular, the bureaucratic nature of this
kind of organization. The chapter following discusses very briefly the
legal basis for military involvement in disasters, and then somewhat
more extensively how American cultural values such as the supremacy of
the civilian sphere, affects the initial involvement of armed forces In
community catastrophes.

Chapter III analyzes the actual tasks undertaken by the military
in support of civilian communities during periods of disasters. Prob-
lems asso=iated with such activity are described with particular atten-
tion being given to the difficulties involved in coordinating military
and civilian organizational efforts in an emergency. Because of its
importance in the relationship between the two kinds of groups, Chapter
IV examines in detail the whole mattzr of authority, including devia-
tions from the legally sanctioned and traditionally supported pattern
of military subordination to civilian control in times of disaster. For
comparative purposes aud to highlight the Anerican pattern, Chapter V
sets forth the disaster response of military organizations in four other
societies. The report concludes with a chapter on what implications
military activity in peacetime disasters have for operations in a nuclear
setting.

Lit
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION

This report considers the involvement of the military in disasters, and
the nature of military-civilian relations when such involvement occurs. Our
analysis will be a sociological one. That is, we will focus on social struc-
ture and social organization as they are related to military involvement in
community catastrophes. Our thesis is that the way in which military units
participate in the response of a community to disaster reflects, among other
things, the nature of the society in which the disaster takes place, the
organizational composition of the disaster-struck community, and the charac-
teristics of military groups (i.e., features of military organizations which
make their assistance valuable to civilian conmmunities during crisis periods,
such as the possession of large manpower reserves and established command
systems). Finally, many of the problems with respect to military-civilian
relations in disaster will also be viewed as a consequence of social organi-
zation. That is, not only the behavioral responses but such difficulties as
arise between military groups and civilians in community emergercies are a
result of the social structure in which they both operate.

Field studies conducted by the Disaster Research Center (DRC) are the
primary source of data for this report. The Center, since its inception in
1963, has conducted 48 field studies of large scale crises, both in this
country and abroad. Military organizations were involved in emergency rilief
operations in almost all of the disaster events amo~tg those crines. The
United States Army was the military group most stueied by the DRC field teama.
Because of their lesser degre: WA' i~i-. cation in the disaster operations
examined, somewhat less information was obtained about the National Guard and
the Air Force. In this research, the data gathered on military involvement
wete derived from: (1) semi-structured and unstructured tape-recorded inter-
views with members of military organizations as well as civil-ans who had
contact with the military; (2) recorded on-the-scene observations of military
units in operation; and (3) various kinds of documents such as military after-
action reports and critiques.

The disaster literature is a secondary source of data for this report.
The DW maintains a disaster data repository. Most L4 the published and
unpublished materials on human and group .responses, lucluding military acti-
vity, to various kinds of stress situations are available in the repository.
However. this kind of inforwation only supplemented the data secured directly
in the field by DRC since. w!th a few excvptions, pervious studies seldom
were based on rasearch of actual military operations in disasters.

Excluded from consideration in what follows is the involvement of mili-
tAry orantizations in co0muwity tmorgoncies of 4 cot;ltcc nature. Thus,
actions of such jrovps during civil disturbai€nc and riotous .!iscrderj are
not examined, White there are sone simliarities in organigational responses
in all large scale comaunity crises, the differenceo betuven a conflict
situA%1n s,.ch Ao a riot and a consensus type of eowrsency such as a natural



disaster, are such as to warrant omission in this report of a discussion of

military activity in the former kind of situation.

An appreciation of the nature and consequences of military participation
in civilian emergency activiLies requires an initial understanding of the
nature of disasters and their impact on community social systems and proc-
esses. For this reason, in the next section we will discuss the nature of
disaster. This is followed by a discussion of the structure of military
organizations with particular focus on its bureaucratic nature.

The Meaning of the Term Disaster

As DnIes has observed, t1'. term disaster has acquired a variety of
meanings. Usually, however, the term includes at least one of four refer-
ents. For example, the term disaster is often used to refer to a physical
agent such as a tornado funnel or a hurricane storm. Also, the 7-'7rd is
sometimes used to refer to, or to include the physical impact or consequences
of an agent, such as property damage and deaths. At times, the term disaster
has reference to an evaluation of the impact of a physical event. For exam-
ple, one community or group of persons may perceive the consequences of an
earthquake as being more "disastrous" than another similar event. Finally,
the term is utilized with reference to the social disruption caused by the
physical event, o0 what is sometimes conceptualized as "stress." In the
social disruption caused by an agent, the normal structural arrangements in
a community may be altered as well as certain social processes.

This last formulation is most useful foc our purposes. Some notion of
the sociological consequences of physical events should be included in the
meaning of the term disaster, as is the case with the following definition:

• . . an event, concentrated in time and space, in which a
society or a community undergoes severe danger and incurs
such losses to its members and physical appurtenancea that
the social structure is disrupted and the fulfillment of all
or some of the essential functions of the society is pre-
vented.

2

Thus, in a disaster, there are not only alternations of the physical environ-
ment -- as manifested in property damage -- but also chang:s in social
behavior, both individual and group.

Awng the changes that often occur at the group or organizational level
following the impact of a disaster agent are the following. Commonnity ser-
vice organizations are pU3hed beyond their capabilities. Because of this
they must supplement their capabilities with Added resources, including

personnel, which alters the nature of their groups. At the same time, other
organizations must *ssumn unusual activities and functions during the amer-
gency period. In turn, the activities of these groups which may bo either
extra-comunity or supportive from within the community, create the necessity
for new patterns of coordination and control among the involved organitLtions.

.2-
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It is in this context particularly that we will look at military acti-
"vity in disasters. Military units often provide the additional major capa-
bility brought to bear upon an emergency from outside the community. Their
presence, however, necessitates an integration of organizational behavior
considerably beyond whac otherwise would be the case.

In the analysis of disaster behavior the notion of time periods or
stages has been utilized. This stems from the fact that certain behavioral
patterns seem to occur in particular sequences following a cotunity disaster.
For example, Powell and his colleagues conceptualize several time stages that
are characterized by different functions. They tell of such stzges as those
of disaster warning, of threat, of impact, of inventory, of rescue, etc.
Wallace, in a similar manner, crnceives of a steady state, a period of warn-
ing, threat, impact, and so on. In similar broad terms, we conceive of two
primary time stages in disaster, an emergency period and a tehabilitation
period. The emergency period refers to that time segment which immecdately
follows the impact of a disaster agent, and in those crises in which warning
occurs, it also includes the time when this process occurs. The emergency
period of a disaster varies considerably, but often lasts between three and
four days. It is during the time that the greatest demands are imposed on
the capabilities of the crisis-involved groups and organizations. The
rehabilitation phase of a large scale community catastrophe frequently
commences several days after the impact of a disaster agent. During this
period, the sense of urgency steadily declines and many r.ormal social func-
tions are once again resumed. Also, actions aimed at long-term and permanent
recovery are initiated.

The emergency period is the context in which we will discuss military
involvement and military-civilian relations in disasters. In other words,
we will focus on that time segment during disaster when groups and organiza-
tions are concerned with search and rescue functions, mass feeding and shel-
ter operations, and emergency medical treatment for victims. This focus is
taken because it is usually during the emergency period that military involve-
ment in civilian disasters is at its height. After this period, there typi-
cally occurs a rather rapid disengagement of the military from the disaster
struck community.

We now turn to a discussion of thte tructure of military organizations.
However, this is couched neither in the usual framework of a table of organi-
zation, nor along the lines of a typical description of the persornel and
resources of the armed forces of this or any other society. Instead, we
discuss in abstract terms the social organizational feature of the military,
especially its highly bureaucratic nature. From our perspective, thLs
approach will help us more than any other possible view to understand better
the operations of the military in civilian disasters.

The Structure of Military Organizations

Military organizations are very -emplex struct tres. For example, ai
Lans has suggested: "Modern military establishmenrt qualify as complex



organizations irrespective of size. This becomes evident when one considers
the diversity of skills and specialties currently represented in the armed

forces and the variety of tasks they may be called on to perform." 5 This is
true of the military even in otherwise less technologically advanced soci-
eties. The rest of a society may still be at a peasant subsistence level of
development, but modern military jet planes can be flown and serviced only by
a complex of highly skilled and trained pilots, mechanics, and maintenance

personnel.

Furthermore, military organizations in modern societies are essentially
bureaucratic. In part, the very specialization in tasks and roles that has
evolved in the military accounts for the bureaucratic character of this type

of group. In turn, the specialization and bureaucratization enable military
organizations to pursue their goals. This is obvious for non-disaster situa-
tions, but as we shall see, they also enable the armed forces to operate
extensively and intensively in civilian emergencies.

The goals of a military organization, in the typical terminology of this
kind of organization, are its "missions." It has been noted that "when mis-
sions and objectives of a military organization become increasingly complex,
so that a large number of highly specialized functions are involved in mission
accomplishment," the consequent requirement "for extensive and systematic co-
ordination and control, and for a large administrative superstructure, sets
the stage for the development of bureaucracy."' 6 This bureaucracy is likely
to become even more complex as goals and tasks become more diversified.

The overall missions and objectives of the military are, of course,
derived from the basic goals and national policy of the society. That is,

the general values of the nation dictate the general goals and tasks of its
military forces. These can also vary radically from one society to another,
but in general the more complex the social system, the greater the complexity
of its military organization.

The complicated and massive nature of American society needs no documen-
tation. Its armed forces are correspondingly complex. So is the bureaucracy
of its military organization.

Coates and Pellegrin present a very good analysis of the bureaucratic
nature of the American military organization. 7 They note that functional
specialization provides a necessary basis for the development of bureaucratic
structures in the armed forces. Regularized expectations required for the
accomplishment of United States military objectives are attached to specific

positionr in the organization. For example, a Marine division or Air Force

unit must have supplies. This requirement gives rise to a set of standardized
expectations attached to specific positions, such as that of supply officer or
mess sergeant. In other words, tor each specialized position ý.equired by the

functional division of labor, there are fixed duties.

Furthermore, to each of the positions there is attached a correspondiug
fixed and definite expertise. To illustrate, one must be a qualified lawyer

-4-



to be an officer in the Judge Advocate General's Corps of the Army. Similar-
ly, logistical supply work requires many of the skills of a business adminis-
trator, so the granting of a comnmssion in the Quartermaster Corps is heavily
based on the possession of this kind of expertise. As such, it might be said
that each segment of the military organization involves a systematic division
or labor in which specialized competencies are related to specialized func-
tions and positions. Thus, at least ideally, there are not only positions
but qualified encumbents occupying them.

Rules and regulations determine the limits of the exercise of these

competencies on the part of r ,levant organizational members. As is sometimes
joked about, these rules are ritten in detail in military manuals. Such
regulations specify behrvior and procedures appropriate for all mllitary
personnel in carrying out their specific tasks. To be certain, deviations
from formal rules can and do occur, and as we shall later discuss, some such
behavior can be observed in miiitary operations in civilian disasters. But
formally at least, the range of allowable behavior is clearly specified.

The regulations while detailed, are so designed as to be applicable to
a wide range of specific situations. Written in general and abstract terms,
they are universalistic in that they apply generally to all personnel occupy-
ing specified poritions or offices. Rules do not exist for particular indivi-
duals or specific persons. The non-particular nature of these rules can be
seen whea an effort is made to remove an originally legitimate occupant of a
position. As fictionally illustrated '.n the Caine mutiny story, universal
rather than particular standards are generally brought to bear.

Finally, Coates and Pellegrin note that close, systematic and strict
discipline is exercised to maintain conformity with the rules. A prime
example of such discipline is the system of formal and informal inspections
by which each member of the military organization is subject to examination
by his superiors at any time with regard to the conduct of his job and his
general military performance. Overt sanctions, ranging in severity from
reinspection and loss of minor privileges to court martial, are utilized to
enforce an effective system of regularized discipline applicable to all per-
sonnel.

In somewhat formal terms, these are some of the major features of the
American military organization. They are essentially bureaucratic character-
istics. Being central to the organization, they of necessity affect I.ts
operations be these in wartime or peacetime, in non-stres and stress situa-
tions,

What bureaucratic structuring does, of course, is to provide the means
for coordinating and controlling a large number of persons involved in
different and yet complementary tasks and sctivities. Through the bureau-
cratic machiaery, which includes specialized roles, a hierarchy of authority
and rules and regulations, military organizations are able to achieve most
efficientlý their missions and objectives. Because military organizations



have the necessary structure for coordinating and controlling large forces
of men, in addition to having immediately available crucial equipment and
supplies, they often prove to be of immeasurable aid to communities and
societies struck by disaster.

Not only does the assignment given military organizations by societies
dictate that they have complex structures and a reserve of resources to carry
them out, but also that ". . . both . . must be maintained in a state of
readiness for actual combat." 8 Lang, in addition, notes that unlike other
types of organizations, military organizations, because of their unique fanc-

tion, do not gear their practices solely toward recurrent contingencies;
instead they are oriented towards anticipating every possible contingency.
Not to do so would be to court catastrophe in wartime as a result of unpre-
paredness. War is the exceptional rather than the usual state of affairs.

Consequently, the assumption guiding the military results in routine operating
proxcedures based on other than everyday experiences, more on the "abnormal"
than the usual. These expectations of the unexpected are standard for all
military organizations. Thus, unlike many civilian groups and organizations,
military units are often "ready" to respond to the unanticipated demands of a
disaster situation. This ability of military organizations to adjust rapidly
to the unexpected event is one of their most valuable assets in times of
civilian disaster, as well as in periods of war.

Types of Military Organizations

Although military organizations show many common features, e.g., having
bureaucratic structures, and material resources to wage war -- they neverthe-
less vary from society to society and even within the same social system.
Military organizations may be differentiated on the basis of the specialized
equipment and technologies they use to accomplish their objectives. Also,
military units may be distinguished in terms of the level of government to
which they are chiefly responsible.

For example, in the United States we can differentiate between those
military forces which come under the jurisdiction of federal authorities and
those which are responsible to the states. The former would be the armed
forces of the United States and the latter would be the National Guard
(obviously except when these are federalized). The federal forces, of course,
are divided into the U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force. The U.S.
Marine Corps is part of the Navy, as well as the U.S. Coast Cuard in wartime.
Also, all three services have reserve units as well as active oves. The
services differ in terms of the technology that is utilized to ,w-complish
military missions. The Air Force, e.g., is built around aircrnft technology
(and, more recently, missiles) and its personnel are specialists in accim-

plishing military objectives through the use of such equipment. !he kind of
overall control and command as well as the technological capability of differ-
ent military units has implications for both the involvement and the nature of
the activities undertaken by these organizations.

"-6-



Unusual in some respects is the Army Corps of Engineers. While it does
have a combat finction, this organization is also heavily involved in civil-
ian activities and is perhaps more integrated with the economic and political
institutions of the society than most other branches of the armed forces.
The Corps is particularly oriented to at least certain kinds of disasters,
given its responsibilities in florJ control.

The National Guard over the years has received increasing financial
assistance from the federal government. According to one past observer ".

the Guard has traded autonomy for financial support. Hence its present role
is curious: A half-national, half-state force, financially supported largely
by the nation, supervised and inspected by the regular Army, but yet coimmanded
by the chief executives of the states.'"9 (However, since the time of this
statement, the situation has changed so that it is no longer true that only
the regular Army can undertake inspection.) The adjutant general in each of
the states' National Guard organization is responsible to the governor for the
conduct of the Guard. However, during times of crisis (such as war or domes-
tic unrest) the President of the United States has the authorit) to place the
Guard under federal control. In disasters, the Guard almost always remains
under stare control.

In this chapter, it was indicated that we will use a sociological frame-
work in the analysis of military involvement in community disasters. We also
discussed the meaning of the term disaster. Finally, some of the general
featurei; of miAlitary social organization, particularly its bureaucratic
features, were considered. In the next chapter, we examine t0.3 process
through which the military becomes involved in civilian or natural disasters
in this country.

"-7-
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CHAPTER II

THE INITIATION OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE IN DISASTERS

In this chapter we will discuss the process whereby the military becomes
initially involved in emergency operations in support of civilian comnmunities
under stress in American society. An attempt will be made to show that mili-
tary participation is related to the widespread value placed on civilian
control in such situations and the pre-disaster nature of the relationship
between the community involved and military units stationed nearb?. However,
before discussing this it will be necessary :o examine the legal basis for
military participation in civilian disasters.

Basis for Military Involvement in Civilian Disasters

There is a difference between the involvement of the National Guard, a
state organization primarily, and the participation of any federal forces.
The authority to involve National Guard units and their resources in emer-
gency activities following a disaster is invested in the state governor.
The Guard is usually mohilized at the request of local authorities when it
appears that the problems engerdered by an emergency are beyond the capabili-
ties of the community to solve. However, it has be:n traditional in the
United States for local government and organizations to function as the first
line of defense against disasters, with state assistance being summoned only
when local means are exhausted, or appear likely to be so. Thus, National
Guard involvement is almost always a sign that the crisis is of major magni-
tude, necessitating extra-coummunity resources.

The participation of federal forces in civilian disaster operations in
American society involves the whole question of national assistance in such
kinds of emergencies. In this regard, stated federal policy is quite expli-
cit about the primacy of local and then state response.

Federal disaster assistance is supplemental to, and not in
substitution for, relief afforded by the States and their
political subdivisions. Primary responsibility for disaster
relief rests with State and local agencies. Federal assist-
ance is provided only when State and local resources are
clearly insufficient to cope with the effects of the disaster.

Under the Federal Disaster Act of 1950, (Public Law 81-875) the Presi-
dent, at the request of the governor of the affected state, can declare an
emergency situation a "major disaster." This declaration authorizes the
participation of federal agencies, including the military when needed, in
emergency relief operations in the disaster. 2 Following the declaration by
the President, the Office of Eriergency Planning has the responsibility for
coordinating the disaster relief activities of involved federal agencies.
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In general, the Department of the Army is responsible for the control of the
domestic emergency operations of the Defense Department and for coordinating
the participation of Air Force and Navy units.

However, the involvement of federal forces is not totally dependent upon
presidential action. The Departmernt of Defense, along with several other
federal agencies, has statutory authority to lend state and local authorities
rapid assistance following disaster "' . . . pri~r to or in the absence of a
'major disaster' declaration by the President." For example, "The Department
of Defense can provide military assistance to prevent starvation, extreme
suffering, or loss of life when local reocurces are clearly inadequate to cope
with the situation."'4 This mean3 that the commanders of military installations
in or near a disaster-struck comunity have the authority to commit the
resources at their command in assisting local and state officials. In essence,
then, military units located near civilian communities are able to respond
almost as local organizations when their aid is requested by civilian authori-
ties, and they do not have to wait until they receive specific authorization
from higher federal authorities if the situation is deemed so serious as to
warrant immediate action to save lives, prevent human suffering or mitigate
great destruction of property.

Legally, the scope of the activity possible to the military is very broad
and encompasses many services. The assistance may take the form of persosnel
or the use of supplies, equipment or facilities. It can be given to individ-
uals, groups or communities in general. Aid in rescue and evacuation, the
provision of food and shelter, and the giving of medical help are the kinds of
possible services that tend to be specified in rules and regulations. A
specialized military organization such as the Corps of Engineers is empowered
to repair and reconstruct flood control works, restore federally constructed
hurricane or shore protective works, engage in debris clearance, or provide
sanitation services among other things. A group like the United States Coast
Guard may assist i1 search, rescue and evacuation of disaster victims, the
transport of supplies, the providing of emergency communication and the
emergency marking of waterways.

There seems to be little that is directly prohibited to military organi-
zations operating in disaster situations. Most restrictions appear to be in
the financial area (e.g., the distribution of money). However, what military
organizations actually do in most disasters as compared with what they
potentially could do in a legal sense, will be discussed in the next chapter.

The Inauguration of Military Aid

The studies of DRC and the findings of earlier researchers indicate
quite clearly that the armed forces and National Cuard are quite frequently
called upon to lend .ýssistance to disastir-struck communities. In fact,
it is an extremely rare community crisis that does not evoke militory
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participation. Much of the assistFnce rendered is given during the emergency

period when it appears to be most 'ieeded.

The manner in which non-civilian aid is initiated is crucial owing to
the widely held bellef in American society that the military should be

utilized sparingly, if at all, when a particular problem can be met with
civilian resources. The matter of military participation in civilian crises

is further complicated by the value placed in our society on the local com-
munity government serving as the pzimary problem solving agency. Thus, since
the armed forces are part eithcr of the federal governmental structure or
the state establishment, care has to be taken that they do not appear to
become involved in local conmur'ity problems without being invited to do so.

It is not surprising, therefore, that military commanders -- both those
in the federal forces and the National Guard -- are often reluctant to co. it
their resources without a firm and explicit request from local authorities.
In some respects the military units become "guests" of disaster struck com-
munities that they are assisting. For example, this idea is suggested in
the following quotation taken from a report detailing Army assistance in
Alaska following the March 1964 earthquake:

One other thing that every soldier received before being
employed with the civil authorities was a thorough briefing.
The members of the brigade were impressed with the idea that
they were acting as auxiliary civil defense or policemen, not
as Army, and that they were in the disaster areas only as
guests of the civilian authorities. 5

A major problem for military units, then, is one of determining when they
should become involved in civilian emergency operations.

On the other hand, while there is a reluctarce to move without an
explicit invitation from the local community to do so, there is an implicit
pressure to do so. This stems from the fact that at a time of disaster,
the military is often the one organization in the vicinity with large amounts
of available resources in the way of personnel and equipment. Base and unit
conmuanders know this, and they assume a stricken community knows it also.
How this affects the actions of the military before they aze explicitly
called upon for aid will he discussed later.

A further difficulty for military organizations is determining how to
lend civilian communities the most effective assistance. The solution to
this problem entails at least three things. First of all, military personnel
must have some assessment regarding the impact a disaster agent has on the
functioning of the civilian conmmunity, i.e., its magnitude. Second, the
military authorities n=st determine what the available, emergevcy re!evant
resources of the community are. so that they will only contribute resources
from their reserves which are needed and avoid unnecessary duplication.
Third, liaiscn must be established with civilian authorities through which
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military aid can be channeled anO coordinated. These matters are usuaily

attended to during the initial •r.d of military involvcient in natural
disasters.

In the next several sections, we will present some case stuuies dealing
with hew the military, including the National Guard, initiaL6cs emergency
operations in scveral community disasters in the United States. In these
disasters, the manner in which militairy involvement was initiated and evolved
can by and large be understood with reference to: (1) certain values of
American society, (2) the pre-disaster military-conmunity zolations, and
(3) the nature of military structure.

Warner Robins Torvado 6

In April, 1953, a tornado struck the town of Warner Robins, Georgia,
and nearby Robins Air Force Base, killing 16 persons. Most of the casualties
occurred in the town rather than on the base. Insofar as military-civilian
relations are cocerned, there was considerable integration between the air
base and the town.

Warner Robins, with a population of about 16,000, was a "dormitory
conmunity" physically adjacent to the bise. Most of the residents were
either Air Force personnel or civilian employees at the installation. Thus,
the civilian coununity was entirely dependent upon the base for its existence.
In fact, before the establishment of the base, only a small, rural, crossroad
hamlet existed on the site of the town. People lived in Warner Robins
because they worked for the Air Force or because they were engaged in pro-
viding services for those who were emploved there. Much of the land on
which the town was built was owned by the federal government, and most of
the dwellings which were destroyed were similarly owned. Cbnsequently a
very close relationship existed between the military installation and the
town even before the tornado struck. Given this close relationship between
the two it was inevitable that the Air Force base would become heavily in-
volved in any disaster activity in the civilian community.

Shortly after the disaster, it became apparent to authorities at the
base that the town would require considerable assistance. The initial
assistance that was given by the base resulted from a telephone call from
the mayor of the town who asked for 100 air policemen to be used in traffic
control and for security. An officer was also imnediately sent to the
mayor's office to offer assistance from the base and to determine what was
required by the community. A civilian employee of the base who was well
known in the town was appointed as the liaison agent between the base and
the town and also as head of the Air Force rescue and clean-up operations.
In this disaster, then, the prior relationship between Warner Robins and the
Robins Air Force Base obviously influenced the process in which the military
became involved.
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7Waco, Texas Tornado7

On May 11, 1953, a tornado struck Waco, Texas, leaving 114 dead and

about 500 injured. Shortly following this catastrophe, personnel from a
nearby Air Force baze became involved in emergency work in the town. How-
ever, unlike Lhe situation at Warner Robins, "The Air Force personnel did
riot wait for an official request from logal officials for assistance but
noved in because the need was apparent." The commander of the base went
Z.o Waco to assess the magnitude of the d&saster. And after uoing so he
gave the order to send in men and equipment from the base to support civilian
authorities.

Although in th~s disaster the military became involved without an offi-
cial request from local authorities, military officials nevertheless indicated
quite clearly that they were aware of tha traditional view regarding military-
civilian relations in this country. For example, when the Air Force moved
into Waco there were indications that some local authorities wanted it to
direct disaster relief activities completely; however, Air Force authorities
resisted this arrangement because they believed the direction of such activi-
ties to be a civilian reaponsibility. Apparently this pressure for the Air
Force to take charge of emergency meaaures grew out of the fact that there
was little effective organization in Wat;o., We will discuss in greater detail
in another chapter how this cid similar social organizational characteristics
affect military-civilian relations in disaster.

Alaska Earthquake Disaster

One hundred and sixteen persons lost their lives in the March 27, 1964,
earthquake in southeentral Alaska, and property damage was over $300 million.
The affected communities included Anchorage, Seward, Valdez, Kodiak and
Whittier, with Anchorage being the largest of these.

The Alaska earthquake resulted in one of the most extensive involvements
of the military in a civilian disaster in the history of the United States.
The military operation which was labeled "Operation Helping Hand,"' involved
principally the Army and Air Force of the Alaskan Command, and the Alaska
National Guard. Headquarters for the Alaskan Command is located just outside
of Anchorage at Elmendorf Air Force Base. This large air base is also the
headquarters for the Alaskan Air Coimnd. Headquarters for the United States
Army, Alaska (USARAL) isat Fort Richardson, adjacent to Elmendorf Air Force
Base. At the time of the disaster, some 25,000 military personnel resided in
the Anchorage area. Ut will only describe tOe involvement of the military in
the Anchorage area and not its participation in disaster operations in the
other coawnitiet.

The military was similarly integrated into the comunity of Anchorage as
it was in Warner Robins. The military in Anchorage, for example, played an
important role in the economic life of the city and was int2rwoven with civil-
Lan organizations and groups in other ways. 'T" wives of military personnel
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stationed in the Anchorage area taught in the Anchorage schools, and their
children attended school in the city. The military and civilian organiza-
tions cooperated with one another in numerous ways; for example, Anchorage
area fire departments had mutual aid agreements with military fire units.
Also, upon retirement from active military life, former military personnel
sometimes assumed positions In Anchorage organizations. Thus, there existed
a spirit of cooperation and interdependence between the military and civilian
communities of Anchorage prior to the 1964 catastrophe. It was not surpris-
ing then that the military provided considerable assistance to the civilian
community in its hour cf need.

The earthquake occurred around 5:30 p.m., and about 6:30 p.m. the first
contact was made between the military and civilian officials. At this time,
the Army Provost Marshall from Ft. Richardson -- who had been sent into the
city to see if mailitary assistance would be needed -- made initial contact
with civilian authorities at the downtown Public Safety Building, which
became the emergency operation center for the city. Throughout the emergency
period, the provost marshall acted as the Army liaison officer between USARAL,
the citv police department and the Anchorage Civil Defense with the primary
function of coordinating requests for assistance between civil defense and
USARAL. At 8:00 p.m., the police requested Army troops to assist in securing
Anchorage against possible looting and to control the movement of people in
the affected areas. Because of the magnitude of the earthquake, officers at
the base had anticipated the need for assisting the civilian conmnunity; thus
they were well mobilized when the official request was received. At approxi-
mately 8:30 p.m., the first contingent of troops departed from Fort Richard-
son for Anchorage. From this initial point of involvement, the assistance
from the military in the disaster-struck community of Anchorage expanded
considerably.

When the disaster struck, the Alaska Army National Guard had just com-
pleted its annual two weeks of field training at Fort Richardson. Shortly
aftec the earthquake, the Alaska state adjutant general left Fort Richardson
for Anchorage to assess the situation in the city. Arriving in Anchorage
sometime after 6:00 p.m. he was told by police officials chat the Guard's
assistance was badly needed, so he sent an order back to the base to send
150 men. These troops arrived in Anchorage at about the same time as the
first Army troops and were given essentially the same duties, i.e., security
and control.

Belmond, Iowa Tornado

3elmond, Iowa, is a small town with a population of approximately 2,500
In October 14, 1966, at 2:55 p.m., a tornado struck the town leaving 6 dead
4nd between 150-200 injured.

Afte. receiving notification (fom civilian authorities, the Adjutant
GenerAl of Iowa alerted four units of the Guard to standby in case they would
be needed for energency duty. After a survey vt the disaster area by Netional
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Guard officers, and consultation with civilian authorities, it was decided
that the four alerted Guard units would be needed in the town. The units
that were sent into Belmond were those from nearby towns. These units con-
sisted of about 185 men. Since Belmond did not have a Guard unit oi its
own, some of the residents of the town were members of these other four
units when the disaster struck. The troops that arrived were soon involved
in such tasks as traffic control and security. Throughout the emergency
period the Guard worked orincipally with the Iowa State Highway Patrol.

Topeka, Kansas Tornido

At 7:15 p.m. on June 8, 1966, a tornado began its move across the heart
of Topeka, Kansas. It left 17 dead, approximately 550 injured, and millions
of dollars in property damage.

Shortly after the disaster, a nearby Air Force base contacted city
police officials to advise them that the resources of the nearby base, if
requested, would be put at the disposal of civilian authorities. The Disaster
Control Command Post at the base had been earlier activited, and the city was
told to channel its request for Air Force aid to that point. Vhe initial
requests for military assistance came at 7:30 when the police asked for 50
air policemen to augment their own personnel on security duty. Fifteen
minutes later a second request was received for 100 troops and available
Air Force ambulances. This was only the beginning of the massive assistance
eventually provided by the base for the city of Topeka. Throughout the
entire emergency period, the Air Force base responded to civilian requests
for troops and udterial which ic channeled through the local police depart-
ment and civil defense.

Oak Lawn Tornado

On Friday, April 21, 1967, an estimated 18 tornadoes struck portions of
northern Illinois and were responsible for one of the worst storm disasters
ever to occur in this area. One of the communities affected was Oak Lawn, a
suburb of Chicago. There a tornado left 32 dead, nearly 500 injured, destroy-
ed 129 homes, and caused an estimated $20 million total loss.

The Illinois National Guard supplied the bulk of the military assistance
in this disaster. Tie Cook County sheriff requested National Guard assistance
in Oak Lawn in the evening of the disaster and the first contingent of Guards-
men arrived in the disaster area for sentry duty about 11:15 a.m. Saturday.
The Guard units called out were from the Chicago area. The National Guardgave aid to local authorities in Oak Lawn for about four days.

American Values and Initiating Military Involvement

vhe above zases illustrate that the initiation of military involvemenit
in civilian disasters reflects the value system of American society. The
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belief is widely held in our society that local problems, including those
created by disaster, ought to be solved through civilian governmental struc-
ture and organization, and Lhat non-civilian means should be turned to only
if it appears that civilian resources will oe inadequate. As a result of
this traditional belief, as our case material shows, military authorities in
both the Guard and federal forces generally do not commit their resources in
assisting local communities until they have been requested to do so by
civilian leaders. To become involved without such authorization could later
lead to charges of attempts at military ccrtrol. This belief in the primacy
of civilian institutional means, even in the event of natural disaster, has
been well stated in the following manner: "Mlilitary support for civil
government -- not military control in emergencies -- is a manifestation of
our democratic process and is a tradition deeply rooted in national life." 9

Even in Waco, the one situation where military officials did not wait for
civilian authorization, base officials refused to assuime control of the
entire emergency operation although some civilians had hoped that they would
do so.

Frequently, the federal force and the Guard anticipate that they will be
called upon to provide aid to a local community. In this time period between
the onset of the disaster and when civilian authorization asks for assistance,
the military will be mobilizing troops and equipment. For example, in one
disaster studied by DRC, troops at a base were on the alert for action for
more than two hours prior to their being requested by the police in a nearby
community.

Sometimes the military will offcr essistance to civilian authorities
before it has been requested. For example, the commander of a base may
send representatives to the mayor or chief of police to advise them that
military assistance is available. In other cases, the offer of assistance
by the military and the request for assistance from civilian leaders may be
made at approximately the same time but through different channels so that
each is not aware of the efforts of the other. For example, in one disaster
studied by DRC,the top command Akmy sent an officer into a stricken community
to offer military aid while at the same time the Mayor of the city was nego-
tiating at a lower level for military assistance.

In general,military aid is offered and requested in about the following
order:

1. Offer of assistance made by the military prior to receiving a
request for such aid by the civiliaa- community.

2. Request for military assistance made by the community prior
to receiving an offer from the military.

3. Offer of assistance rvAde by the military, and a request for
aid made by the community at approximately the same time.
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4. Actual military involvement prior to the receipt of a
civilian request for such aid.

As previously indicated, the last situation seldom occurs.

Military Involvement as a Reflection of Local Social

Organization and as a Form of Symbiosis

The thesis presented throughout this report is that the analysis of

pre-disaster social organizatijn helps to explain military involvement and

military-civilian relations in disaster. Because it seems to have consider-
able impact on military-civilian relations during disaster, we have discussed
one aspect of the American value system, i.e., the widely held belief that it

is best to rely upon civilian institutions, especially local ones. Still to
be discussed is another important aspect of social organization, referred to
as symbiosis, and its effect on military involvement in civil disaster.

The involvement of the military in some civilian disasters can be

interpreted as a consequence of the pre-disaster symbiotic relationship
which existed between a civilian community and a nearby base. When a mili-

tary installation develops near a civilian community, or vice versa, a con-
siderable amount of interdependence often emerges between them. Each performs

important functions for the other. Coates and Pellegrin discuss such sym-

biotic arrangements

* * . the base represents a community which exists alongside
a larger community to which it has a kind of symbiotic rela-

tionship. The term symbiotic relationship is one borrowed
from ecology, where it refers to the relationship between two

species of animals in which both are dependent of the other

for the performance of some mutually beneficial function. 1 0

They indicate and DRC observations support them that a number of major
functions are performed by the two types of communities for each other,

They include the following.

Major functions performed by the host community foi the base.

i. Support of certain basic services. It is conrion for bases to contract for
their electric power, gas, water, and ottier utilitieF from commercial
companies. A military base almost always has a police and fire department
of its own, and also emetgency medical facilities. At the same time, some

close ties as well as personal relationships typically exist between civilian

organizations of this kind and their military counterparts.

2. Provision of economic services. Although military bases freque&tl~y
include post exchanges, ship stores and commissaries in this country, at
least clothing, food and household goods are purchased in the civilian

community. Part of this stems from the fact tiat tOe majority of service
families live off base
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3. Providing of educational facilities. A very important service offered by
civilian ccmmunities to military base personnel is education. While some
bases do operate schools for children of servicemen, usually these children
attend schools in nearby communities. In the instance of a very large military
installation, this requires a significant increase in the number of teachers
and school facilities, a fact recognized in federal aid to education to
localities so affected.

4. The supplying of recreation. Possibly the most important service rendered
to nearby military bases, certainly as far as unmarried servicemen is concerned,
is recreation.

Major functions provided fo- the host community by the military base.

1. Indirect economic support. Military personnel usually spend most of their
incomes in the nearby civilian community, thus furnishing a major source of
revenue to local businesses. Aside from this, there are the additional
financial contributions made to the community as a result of the employment of
local civilians by the military base.

2. The emergency use of military facilities. (However, this is a reciprocal
function for cities sometimes help bases with their emergencies, e.g., New
York City assistance in the Brooklyn naval shipyard fir,.)

Thus, when nearby military bases initiate assistance or become involved
in the disaster activities of their civilian neighbors, this can be understood
as " continuation of their symbiotic relationship with the civilian community.
Certainly this was a major factor in several of the cases described above.

Pre-disaster soci.al organization, although not necessarily related to the
notion of symbiosis, also accounts for many of the patterns of Nati.nal Guard
involvement in civilian disasters. For example, it is typical, whenever
possible, to utilize local units, i.e., "home" Guard units. This was done in
the Chicago suburb of Oak Lawn, where Chicago area troops were used in disastcr
relief activities, and also to some degree in Anchorage.

Guard units from towns like Seward were used for a period of time in
Anchorage along with the local unit since the former group could not be
transported because of ooor flying conditions to their home areas. However,
as soon as it was feasible such troops were flown to their own communities to
engage in emergency work there. Of course, the utilization of "home" troops
in part is done to keep down mobilization and transportation costs. Yet much
of it is undoubtedly done because it is believed that troops working in
communities with which they are familiar will perform better.

For example, following the emergency period in one disaster studied by
DRC. three Guard officers who resided in the stricken '_-n were designated to
covutinue with important relief activities when the other Guardsmen had been
iistmis-ed From duty. In an interview one of the Cuardsmen noted:
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Then as things progressed . . . the Guard began pulling out,
Tuesday night with two units and Wednesday morning the final
unit, And at a meeting where tht Guard officials, patrol
officials, city officials, and so on attended, they decided
that they would leave three of us here. I live here and two
of the officers of another unit, both first lieutenants, live
here and they decided that this coordination of volunteer work
with the incoming requests was a big task ond they decided that
people familiar with the town . . . would be suitable. So the
recommendation was made to the adjutant general's office that
the three of us be left on state duty and that this would be
our task. And as of this recording here a week late-:, we're
still on state duty and will bs at least through Sunday, and
our job at city hall is to trke the incoming requests and
dispatch volunteer help, both machines and individuals.

Another consequence of pre-disaster social organization is the tendency
for the military and Guard to utilize pre-existing channels of contact and
communication with civilian communities when they participate in natural
disaster operations. In Anchorage the provost marshal was sent from Fort
Richardson to establish liaison with the city police. During normal times
it was customary for the military police and the civilian police to c.operate
with one another through this office. In another disaster, too, rni'.a of the
liaison between an Air Force base and the city involved the military and
civilian police. An important link between the base and the local police
was an air police investigator who worked daily with the city police prior
to the disaster and who was in town when the tormado struck. Following the
torna.do, he went iz-mediately to the Jity police station. In his own words:
"So I went to the police station and when I got there I called hack into the

base, they said 'stay there.' I know the city police a little more than any
of them, so I just steyed there." At the police station he spent most of
his time relaying requests from the police to the air base command post.
Finally, mention has already been made of the role played by a civilian
employee of the Warner Robins Air Force Base following the 1953 tornado, who
was appointed by the military to "head the Air Force rescue and cleanup acti-
vities. This man was well known and respected in the community and therefore
was able to represent the Air Force effectively in its dealings with the
civilian community.

In this chapter, we have discussed how the military and National Guard

become involved In civilian disasters in the United States. The case mate-
rial presented illustrates the manner in which this involvement unfolds.
Much of the military response reflects the notion of civilian supremacy in
this country; that is, in general, military men are hesitant to become
involved prior to receiving civilian clearance in order to avoid charges of
undue non-civilian involvement and ctntrol. At times, the pressure to
respond leads to action by the militari which will increase the probibility
of a civilian request for aid. It was also noted that symbiotic rclation-
ships develop between miiitary bases and civilian communities, and this inter-
dependency affects military astistance in tines of community crisis. Finally,
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we have suggested that pre-disaster social organization has some bearing on
the channels utilized between the military and civilian community during
disasters. The pattern seems to be that the military and Guard will use
previously existing channels of communication and coordination when they
exist.

In the next chapter we will discuss the kinds of tasks that the mili-
tary and Guard perform for the civilian community during natural disasters.
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CHAPTER III

MILITARY ACTIVITIES IN NATURAL DISASTERS:

THEIR SCOPE AND PROBLEMS

In ýhis chapter, the focus is upon: (1) the actual activities carried
out by military organizations in support of civilian communities during

periods of disaster, and (2) the kinds of problems which beset military and
civilian groups and organizations as they work to restore normal community

functioning following major emergencies. This is preceded by a discussion
of the range of community tasks likely to be generated by large-scale com-
munity emergencies.

Tasks Created4byDisasters

Disasters create certain tasks and problems for comm.trnities. These, of
course, will vary from one kind of large-scale crisis to another. In most
major catastrophes, however, all the following disaster-generated activities
may have to be carried out:

(1) Warning
(2) Rescue

(3) Caring for casualties
(4) Protecting against continuing threat
(5) Restoration of minimum community services

(6) Caring for survivors

(7) Maintaining community order
(8) Maintaining community morale
(9) Information, control and coordination

Regarding these activities and processes the following can be noted.
Within a community, there are some activities which can be initiated prior

to the impact of a disaster agent. In certain disasters, notably floods
and hurricanes, periods of forewarning are possible. Such time periods
allow preparation to be made for impact.

After impact, other predictable activities are produced. The victims
of the disaster must be located and rescued. Those who have been killed

must be found and the injured cared for. If the threat is sustained, cer-
tain protective measures may have to be initiated or continued. In order

to function as a unified social entity, disrupted community services must
be restored to some minimum operating level. Also, the survivors in the
impact area must be cared for in different ways. If loss of housing,
possessions and food supply hab been a by-product of the disaster, some

arrangements must be made for a quick, even though temporary, supply of

these amenities.
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Engaging in such activities accentuates other important community
processes. In order to accomplish necessary tasks, there is often a pre-
occupation with problems of order and security within the area. In addition,
there is attention given to the morale and motivation of those individuals
and organizations which have become involved in emergency operations. The
increase in the scope of community activity, as well as the fact that the
tasks are relatively unfamiliar to the acting groups, necessitates the
collection and transmission of considerable information. This also evokes
concern with contiolling activities and coordinating the behavior of all
individuals and organizations participating in the disaster-generated crisis.

With their substantial manpower and material reserves, military organi-
zations possess the capability to carry out effectively many of the emer-
gency activities in support of disaster-struck communities. This is borne
out by the fact that in many civilian disasters in which they participate,
military units are among those organizations which become most involved in
multiple emergency activities and processes. In fact, practically no other
type of organization tends to assume as many tasks.

It was suggested in the preceding chapter that one pattern of social
organization -- i.e., the symbiotic relationship between a military base
and host community -- may effect the involvement of military organizations
in disaster-engendered activities and processes in a community. There are
also other social organizational variables which may effect the scope of
military activities in a civilian locality during a large-scale emergency.
A key variable is the extent to which emergency-relevant structures exist in
a community prior to a disaster. For example, the existence in a community
of groups and organizations which could be effectively utilized at times of
crises for such activities as warning and rescue may mean that military
organizations would not have to be called upon for such tasks. Also, the
actual impact of a destructive agent on the structure and pre-existing
resources of a community is another variable. For example, a disaster may
be of such magnitude that pre-existing social arrangements for dealing with
warning, evacuation, and other emergency activities are insufficient for
coping with the demands of th- emergency. Consequently, military support
may be required. Most communities feel they cannot afford to maintain
expensive resources which can be used only in the event of disaster. Thus,
even if some arrangements have been made for dealing with disaster-engendered
tasks -- and too frequently such arrangements are little more than nominal
-- cons~derable extracommuaity assistance may be needed. The military is
well suited for lending such assistance for as said earlier, unlike civilian
organizations, military structuzes and resources are geared to meeting the
non-routine and unexpected.

Finally, the scope of military involvement in a civilian disaster may
not only reflect the extent to which emergency-relevant resources exist in
a community, but also the degree co which the presence of such resourcesare known to civilian authorities. A major problem for organizations in

disasters is obtaining knowledge of what resources are still available and
what can be obtained. Thus, civilian leaders may call fur the utilizatien
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of military resources to solve some disasLer-created problem because they
may be unaware of the existence of such resources in the civilian community.
Such inadequate dissemination of information may stem from pre-disaster
interorganizational arrangements, cr from patterns created by the disaster
itself. Whatever the reason, such situations are likely to extend the
scope of military involvement in certain disaster activities for the mili-
tary is generally known to ha-,e both personnel and resources. This is a
matter of common knowledge and is almost taken for granted.

In the next section, we discuss military involvement in emergency
activities and processes in a number of specific disaster situations. The
analysis is organized in terms of the disaster tasks enumerated above. This
is followed by a discussion of some of the problems which influence the
effectiveness of military participation in emergency activities in civilian
connmunities.

Military Involvement in Disaster
Activities and Processes

Warning and Preparing for Impact

The opportunity for disaster warning and the implementation of pre-
impact protective measures in a community depends on the nature of the
threatening Agent. Hurricanes and floods, since their onslaught is usually
slow, can be anticipated by a comnunity. They thus offer the greatest
opportunity for the issuance of public warning and the implementation of
pre-impact protective measures.

The military is frequently called upon to take part in disaster warn-
ing. This is apart from the activity of alerting Qembers of their organiza-
tion. For example, prior to the impact of Hurricane Audrey in Louisiana and
Texas in 1.957, the military played a crucial role in this process. In one
instance:

The Coast Guard base at Sabine Pass, Texas -- being in the
middle of the threatened area -- devoted its fuli efforts to
disaster activity. At the time of Hurricene Audrey's appear-
ance only fifteen officers and men were stationed at this
base. . . . The officer-in-charge assigned two vehicles with
two men in each to the task of arousing the citizens and giving
word-of-mouth warnings. They performed this task throughout
most of the night preceding the arrival of the hurricane. The
men were given :yped copies of the latest weather advisories
which they left for distribution at key points. In addition to
warning individuals, they informed the owners of all business

0fontcrnn oi the impending danger.1

Evacuation can bt one of the most effective protective meesisres for
coamunities to take when there is the threat of dlsastec. T"' r'ilitary may
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also be called upon by civilian offiLials to assist in this pre-impact
activity. For example, in addition to being involved in warning prior to the
impact of Hurricane Audrey, the Coast Guald also assisted in the evacuation
of some threaL.ned families in Texas. More recently, during Hurricane
Beulah, the military was very heavily involved in assisting in the evacua-
tions of thousands of both Mexicans and Americans.

Similar to hurricanes, floods are also usually slowly developing events,
and coianunf.ties often have time to make preparations which may minimize their
destructive impact. Army, National Guard, Navy and Air Force units have been
frequently called upon to assist local communities in flood control work --

for example, .n the reinforcement of levees and dikes. Assistance of this
nature usually involves the contribution of equipment as well as personnel.
The Army's Corps of Engineers has traditionally had the role of helping local
communities in developing flood control programs and is inevitably involved
in these particular kinds of emergencies.

Rescue

One of the most important tasks generated by any disaster is the need
to rescue victims. It has been well established that in most disasters the
initial rescue effort is carried out by individuals who happen to be in the
impacted area. Because of the lack of involvement of organized community
groups during the initial phase of this work, the beginning rescue effort,
is apt to be ansystematic and uncoordinated. Even:ually, community organi-
zations such as civil defense, the police and fire departments become
involved and some semblance of coordination may gradually evolve. In some
cases, the role of organizing and conducting the rescue effort is assumed
by the military, while in other instances the military may play only a
supporti.ve role.

For example, following the Waco tornado, an organized rescue operation
developed only after this emergency activity was assumed by the Air Force.
The military had the personnel and preexisting crganization to sustain a
systematic seaich for disaster victims. "The military provided teams of men
under the direction of officers. These teams provided an organized and
consistently progressive rescue operation." 3  In this disaster, civilian
participation in the rescue task sometimes proved to be a problem for the
military. "In addition to being in the way, the inability of the civilian
rescuers to remain at the task long enough to be useful seems to be one of
the main reasons for their beiig a hindrance." 4

The military also played an important role in resc'e operations f4Alt-
ing the Warner Robins tornado. Most of the porsonnel and equipmvert used in
the rescue effnrt were furnished by twarby Robine Air force &ase.3 However,
in contrast to the Waco rescue Opcrations. it SeeM that in thtis instance
the civilian participation was better articulated with the mililiry effort.
The nature of the zoordinated or joint effort ib dependent oi other than
Just the response of the military organitation.



In cotrtrast to the Waco and Warner Robins disasters, military units
played more of a supportive role in rescue activities in Anchorage following
the 1964 earthquake. In fact, fairly systematic search-and-rescue work bad
been undertaken by civilian groups and organizations by the time the Army had
sent personnel from the nearby base for this purpose. Similarly, the military
played a supporting rather than leading role in rescue efforts following the
Topeka tornado. An Air Force base provided the city police department with
personnel to assist in a house-to-house search for disaster victims. The base
also provided civiliaý; officials with important equipment for rescue operations.

The military seems to play a secondary role in rescue efforts when civilian
operations along the line are relatively quickly and effectively initiated.

Caring for Casualties

In many disesters, the military may become heavily involved in caring for
civilian casualties. Such involvement may include the utilization of military
hospital facilities by civilians or the assistance of military medical person-
nel in the disaster area. Often aid will take the form of donations by the
military of needed medical supplies.

For example, various units of the armed forces were heavily involved in
the care of disaster victims following a tornado in a Texas city. A first-aid
station was set up in the National Guard Armory for the treatment of minor
laccrations and wounds resulting from the tornado and for injuries incurred by
rescuers in the process of digging people out of the wreckage of homes and

stores. The base hospital prepared to care fur 150 patients, although it
eventually admitted only about 80. Ambulances from the base arrived at the
disaster site approximately forty minutes after impact. Another Air Force
base )rovided such medical supplies as oxygen and blood. Personnel from this
base also donated blood at the other base hospital. 6

In most disasters studied by the Disaster Research Center, the military
aseistance provided in the caring of casualties often took one of two forms.

Frequently, medical supplies were provided from military stores for civilian
hospitals and groups. Somewhat less often, emergency medical equipment was
loaned to organizations handling victims in the local community.

Protecting Against Continuing Threat
and Restoring Minimum Community Services

Following a community disaster, a major task is to identify and control

potential sources of secondary impact. For examoie, disaster-damaged struc-

tures such as commercial buildings and residences have to be located and pub-

lic use of them must be prevented as long as they remain unsafe. Broken

telephone poles and lines have to be removed to pievent further injuries, and

dangerous debris must be clcared. Similarly, another task which is immediate-

ly created by disaster i- the need to restore disrupted community services
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such as supplies of electricity, gas and water. These two tasks, then, must
be carried out if the community is to regain some degree of normalcy.

Military organizations frequently assist in these two tasks. They
often take actions to protect the population against secondary or continuing
dangers. Likewise, military units often assist civilian agencies in the
restoration of public utilities.

Following a tornado in a southern town, for instance, an Air Force base
provided both men and equipment for debris clearance and general recovery
work. In one city badly hit by an earthquake, soldiers from a nearby military
installation surveyed the streets with mine detectors in search of the city's
underground water lines. Developing flood situations frsquently result in
the sending of soldiers to man and to continue to raiqe levees. The National
Guard tends to operate in the same way also; thus, in one tornado situation
contingents of Illinois Guard troops were sent with heavy equipment to clear
streets and roadways. In general, in these as well as other examples that
could be cited, the militaiy acted in support of the civilian groups under-
taking the tasks and did not assume the major role In the emergency activity.

Caring for Survivors

A major community disaster may leave large segments of the popuiation
without food, shelter, adequate clothing and• other essentials. Formal com-
munity welfare organizations such as the Red Cross and The Salvatior Army,
as well as certain agencies of the local government, may be able to meet the
needs of many of the survivors of a disaster; however, in many instances the
support of other organizations such as military units may be required. In
fact, in community emergencies of major magnitude, the armed forces almost
inevitably play a large role in caring for survivors.

Following the Good Friday earthquake in Anchorage, for instance, the
military provided considerable assistance in the care of victims and surviv-
ors. A wide range of specific tasks were carried out by the Army in alleviat-
ing some of the unpleasant circumstances of the disaster. The earthquake
damaged water pipes and sewer lines in the city and thus water pollution
became a problem. The Army supplied the city with 500-gallon water trailers
and "For the first few days, these water trailers provided the only safe
source of drinking water for the entire population of Anchorage. Their
prompt deployment to points readily accessible to the victims of the catas-
trophe played a major role in the prevention of widespread disease." 7  Also,
portable mess halls were set up in the city to provide food for disaster
victims and relief workers. Finally, hundreds of displaced residents cf the
comunity were given temporary housing at Fort Richardson near Anchorage.

Even greater assistance for victims has been provided by the military in
historically important catastrophes in American society. Classic examples are
the Galveston hurricane and the San Francisco fire. It is notable that in
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both instances, there were really two kinds of disaster agents -- in the case
of Galveston there was a flooding as well as a hurricane, and in San Francisco
alt earthquake, of course, as well as the fire.

Maintaining Community Order

The military is perhaps most conspicuous in civilian disasters in the
United States in its security operations. In a widespread emergency, local
police organizations almost always believe they will have a problem in main-
taining order. The exposed property that is the aftermath of a disaster is
thought of as raising considerably the possibility of extensive looting. This
belief is almost pure myth, but however incorrect, its widespread acceptance
leads to requests by civilian groups to military organizations for assistance
in preventing large-scale looting. (This myth has unfortunately been reinforced
by the perception of looting in recent urban civil disturbances. However, such
situations represent community emergencies of a radically different nature than
those involved in natural disasters.) 8

More of a real problem is the fact that a disaster site becomes the focus
of a considerable convergence of persons from near and far. 9 These individuals
are motivated in many different ways, and many have quite legitimate reasons
for flocking to the stricken community. However, their presence often creates
monumental traffic problems and frequently hinders the effective operations of
emergency groups and organizations.

Military units are frequently called upon by local officials to aid in the
maintenance of order because of the manpower they have available and because
the military uniform is generally recognized as a symbol of authority. In most
disasters in which military participation occurs, the initial request by civilian
officials tends to be for troops to serve as guards in the most devastated areas,
and to help in traffic control. In fact, if the military undertakes only one
task in suppbrt of a disaster-struck civilian community, it will be in this
connection, that of the maintenance of order.

Relatively large numbers of troops may be assigned tu assist the civilian
police in securing damaged areas. For example, in Topeka, Kansas after the
tornado, 389 Air Force base personnel were used for guard duty on the first day,
and 750 on the fol~owing day. In another disaster studied by DRC, at least 74
different sentry posts were established in a cordon around the impacted area.
As shall be noted later, when security operations are carried out on snch a mass
scale, there sometimes are problems of coordinating and facilitating civilian
entry beyond the road blocks and guard Posts.

Maintaining Community Morale

Subsequent to a disaster, local officials and oraanizattons strive to
create a feeling of solidarity and unity within the conmunity. This is aimed
at rallying the victim group to meet the heightened demar.ds of the disaster
situatian. The idea is promoted that the disaster-struck community is still
a viable entity, capable of not only restoring itself but even of developing
gore progressive programs and policies, Community morale is fostered by a
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variety of techniques, including the reporting in mass ccnnmnition outlets
of heroic deeds by private citizens and local officials, and by "pep" talks
from such officials as the mayor and chief of police.

Extracommunity officials and organizations may also become involved in
the building cf community morale following disaster. For example, the
appearance of the governor may boost community morale as fie pledges to pro-
vide as much state aid as possible for the disaster-struck community.
Further, the appearance of natioLnal and regional personnel from the Red
Cross and The Salvation Army may boost the spirits of local residents and
give them the feeling that with such outside assistance the community may
soon be rostored to normalcy.

The involvement of the military in a community disaster may also have
morale-boosting consequences. The presence of military troops seems to
symbolize efficiency and authority to many local residents and officials.
Thus, even if the military organization operating in the disaster area made
no conscious attempt to enhance community morale, its presence would probably
have chis latent consequence anyway.

However, in most instances a consCious effort is made by the military
establishment to boost community morale following disaster. This may be done
through public declarations of plans for continued support to the civilian
community by high ranking military leaders such as a base commander or
general, and the actual appearance of these officers in disaster areas. For
example, following the Alaska earthquake, military leaders stated over the
Anchorage radio the intent of their organization to stand by the disaster-
struck community. Also, the commanding general of Fort Richardson, a nearby
base, made personal appearances in Anchorage to demonstrate the Army's sup-
port of that city's recovery effort. In a tcrnado disaster, likewise, an
Air Force base commander made similar morale-boosting appearances in a
stricken city following the tornado.

Information, Control and Coordination

The collection and dissemination of information concerning the impact
of a disaster on a community, and information about what needs tc be done
and is being done by emergency-activated groups and organizations is essen-
tial for the recovery of the community. Likewise, the coordination and
control of emergency measures taken by involved communitv and extracommunity
groups and organizations is necessary if a rapid recovery) is to be made. The
involvement of the military in these processes is often crucial.

The military may become involved in the collctCion and dissemination of
emergency information by performing a reconnaissance of the disaster area and
thus determining the needs of the affected populatiun. For example, recon-
naissance by the Air Force and A.rmy was one of the principle sources of infor-
mation regardlng the impact of the Alaska earthquake on communities Oirough-
out the state, including Anchorage. Aircraft from the Alaskan COnmtihid (lw,
photo missions over Anchorage and other communities. and grou'id reconnaissanst,
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was carried out by the Army. Information thus obtained was relayed to
civilian as well as military sources and was the basis for much of the
extensive emergency and recovery work in the state. The same was true after
Hurricane Beulah had hit Texas.

Also in many disasters the military will provide emergency communication
equipment, as well as operators, to facilitate the dissemination of critical
information between emergency groups and organizations. Given the fact that
in most disasters normal means of communication are disrupted in a community,
such substitute means of communication become extr'emely important for inter-
organizational coordination and control. In one disaster studied by DRC,
tne Army provided civilian authorities with field telephones and radios,
along with communications personnel to operate them. This temporarily gave
the striken city a substitute communications system until its civilian system
could be repaired and restored.

Perhaps the most difficult process to establish in a disaster situation
is effective coordination between the numerous groups and organizations that
come to participate in some phase of the emergency response. Yet, in many
respects, this is the most important process. Without effective control and
coordination between emergency agencies and organizations, they tend to func-
tion as discrete units. This results in duplication of effort, waste of
critical resources, and the failure of important tasks being assumed by some
responsible group or organization. Although in the next section we discuss
more specifically the problem of coordination as it relates to military
participation in civilian disasters, there are a few brief observations that
we should make at this point.

First, military installations maintain coordinating centers in order to
control and coordinate the functions of their internal units during times of
crisis, including natural disasters. Such centers are activated when the
military becomes involved on a large scale in civilian emergencies. For
example, after one tornado struck a midwestern city, a disaster control
command post at a nearby Air Force base was quickly activated. In Anchorage,
Alaska, following the earthquake, the operations center at Fort Richardson
became the focal point for coordinating the Army's own emergency efforts in
the community. Though internal coordination and control of this nature are
important for all disaster-activated units, more is needed if an adequate
response is to be made to problems created by a disaster. That is, coordina-
tion between groups and organizations involved in emergency activities and
functions is required.

The military usually attempts to coordinate its acti~ities with those
being carried out by civilian agencies, by establishing liaison with a Ifinited
number of community organizations such as the police ane local civil defense.
There is usually no elfort made to establish Links with all groups aperating
in the emergency. Liaison is established with poli,.e authorities because
troops a e often used for security duties. When civLl defense organizations
exist in coununities an attempt is made to establish contact with them br.caule
they are assumed by the military to be tue legitimate coordinating agency for
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local government and organizations. In any case, establishing cooreination
between military and civilian organiz:ations is frequently difficult and our
discussion in the next section will consider this problem.

Some Problems of Military Involvement
in Disaster Activities

Coordination between military units and civilian organization,;, and the
channeling of civilian requests for military assistance are undoubtedly two
of the major problems in military-civilian relations during natural disaster.
These problems, along with the problem of authority which will be discussed
in the next chapter, have to be resolved, however, if effective military
assistance is to be accomplished. There are a number of factors that are
responsible for such problems. Among the main ones are: (1) the failure of
civilian officials to understand and appreciate military structure and opera-
tions, and similtrly (2) the less frequent failure of military authorities to
comprehend and to accept the manner in which civilian organizations are
structured and how they operate, and (3) the absence in many cases of any
viable civilian means for coordinating and integrating the activities of the
numerous groups and organizations -- both civilian and military -- that assume
emergency tasks.

Generally speaking, the respective social organizational backgrounds of
civilian and military authorities seems to inhibit their understanding of and
appreciation for the problems and required procedures of authorities in organi-
zations unlike their owm. Members of any organization bring their wwn special
perspectives into a sit:.tation. For example, civilians often tend to perceive
in an exaggerated fashic:n the "red tape" of military bureaucracies. In a
parallel fashion, militatry authorities frequently overestimate -- sometimes to
a surprising degree -- the absence of efficient bureaucratic procedures,
channels, etc., in civilian organizations. Thus, it is not surpris:ng that
problems of coordination and the channeling of requests emerge when civilian
and military organizations become involved in the same emergency operation.

As was mentioned earlier, the military generally prefers to wcrk through
or to coordinate with a minimum of community organizations. In manN instances,
coordination is accomplished through liaison with the local police department
or civil defense organization. By coordinating through such a respcnzible
civilian agency, the legitimacy of requests for military assistance can be
determined and unnecessary duplication of assistance and activity can DI
avoided. The previously mentioned Topeka disaster is an example of whe-e this
type of coordination was attempted. One military authority who was ;nv)lved
in the emerge~icy operation noted in an interview:

. as long as the request• werv filtered through the civil
defense people, ue here at Forbes would honor it. We estab-
lished field kitchens in Ohe county garages. We delivered
rations, cots, blankets, any number of things. These /requests/
had to come through civil defense, or if they did not, then I in
turn would call civil defense and say. O.K.. what about this?
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So and so says that he needs sometLing at "X" school. What
about it? So we would not take requests from other than
the constituted authorities.

However, in many cases the civilian agencies which might serve as the
focal point for coordination are not either well organized or -- in some
localities a group such as civil defense -- might not even exist. For example,
in one major disaster studied by DRC, there was no functioning civil defense
organization in the stricken community, although one existed on paper. During
the emergency period the civil defense group was reactivated, but it took
several days before it was operating with substantial efficiency as a formal
organization. The lack of a clear-cut agency with which to establish liaison
considerably hindered the attempts of the military to coordinate with civilian
organizations in the comatunity. For example, a high Army officer who served
for a time as the official military liaison with the reforming civil defense
group noted that volunteers acting in the name of civil defense were:

. . . coming in to us all the time rather than having one person
bring in the request to us. We had no way of knowing if they
had channeled them or not, but some of the requests that were
received had not been checked through the CD chief.

He also noted that:

There were also requests coming from one section of CD to
us and then we would get duplicate requests from another CD
section for the same items, and we found ourselves duplicating.

In a few days, this difficulty was to a large exteat resolved. However, for
the most crucial part of the emergency period, the weakness of the civil
defense organization did not facilitate the overall coordination of the com-
munity response and made the work of the military m're difficult.

It is usually expected -- given the values of our society -- that some
local civilian group or organization will assume the responsibility for
coordinating community emergency and relief efforts following a large-scale
disaster. However, seldom is it clear just exactly what group of officials
or organization ought to assume this responsibility, and how this responsibil-
ity ought to be carried out. In those American communities which have a civil
defense organization, it is sometimes stated in law that this organization will
be responsible for coordinating the efforts of local government in time of
disaster. However, even in such cases realistic plans for bringing about
coordination be'tween local agencies in time of calamity are too often not
worked out aheacl of time.

The difficulty that local civ.iian agencies have in integrating their
emergency efforts in time of major emergencies is well illustrated in the prob-
lems which usually accompany attempts at establishing a pass system to control
vntry into disaster areas. This, of course, is of particular concern to mili-
tary units since they almost always assist in sentry and guard duty whenever
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they get involved in civilian disaster operatiuns in this country. If disaster
areas are cordoned off by police and military personael following a natural
catastrophe, some means for identifying those persons who should be allowed
ingress into them -- such z.s those involved in emergency work, those who live
in the areas, etc. -- ha,,e to be established. Usually this is done through
the issuance of special passes to such persons. Frequently, this effort will
not be coordinated and a number of agencies will utilize different criteria
for determining who should receive passes. For example, considerable confu-
sion occurred ii Anchorage after the earthquake because several organizatiolLs
issued their own passes without regard for what other agencies were doing
along this line. The police department, the state and the local civil defense
organizations, as well as the city building department issued their own passes.
This made the job of the Army and Guard, who were assigned the major responsi-
bility for cordoning off much of the disaster area, much more difficult. Some
difficulty of this nature was also experienced by the military in Topeka after
the tornado.

Sometimes, problems develop between the military and civilian organiza-
tions participating in an emergency operation because civilian officials do
not understand the channels to use in seeking military aid, nor the need to
fellow formal procedures. To many civilian officials, military organization
probably epitomizes the negative aspect of bureaucracy, i.e., "red tape." On
occasions, also, the formalized procedures that have to be used in seeking
military assistance appear overwhelming to the civilian. Furthermore, civilian
officials at times feel that the requirement that they follow authorized chan-
nels in seeking military assistance in time of disaster is an unreasonable one,
when life and death is in tle balance.

In more general terms, Rosow notes that conflict may occur between
organizations and groups involved in emergency activities if they are character-
ized by different values. He says:

Tensions may exist between values of bureaucratic authority on
the one hand, and on the other, either (I) humanitarian values
focused on imnmediute human suffering and need, or (2) anti-
authoritarian, anti-bureaucratic, anti-organizational attitudes.
The humanitarians may want to plunge directly in and help with-
out any delay or distraction frum organizational considerations
and the integration of operations. 1 0

Local community officials often find it particularly upsetting and
frustrating when they find they have to meve through a state hierarchy first,
and theu through a federal organization before they can acquire military
disaster assistance. This problem is well illustrated in the Hurricane Carla
disaster.

In a few flooded cities there was a noted tendency to ,aike
telephone requests for aid direct to 4th Army -- contrary
to the Army requirement that the State and OEP must first
certify that all civilian resources were P-hausted. 4th
Army reported itself plagued by calls from fire chiefs,
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police, civil defense directors, mayors, and others. Great
delay resulted Ab -equests were referred to the Denton OEP-
OCD regions, which sent them back to the State, which went
back to the head of local gcvernment to see if the request
from his fire or police chief represented his own wishes and
if so, whether the State could fill needs with nearby equip-
ment before calling on the Army. When military units arrived,
local official, showed an especial tendency to place additional
requests on them directly, rather than first exhausting State
and OEP resources. 1I

Even though the military establishment is a complex bureaucracy, with
very formal procedures and clear-cut norms, it can at times minimize official
requirements and "red tape," contrary to what many civilian officials may
believe, to meet the exigencies of an emergency. We will illustrate this by
using an example where several adaptations in procedure were made by the
United States Army operating very extensively in a major catastrophe.

According to official requirements, requests for Army assistance in this
particular community were supposed to follow definite channels. These chan-
nels were as follows: (1) if some resource was needed in the stricken commu-
nity, e. g., manpower, equipment, supplies, etc., the local civil defense
organization was officially expected to contact the state civil defense orga-
nization; (2) state civil defense was then supposed to determine if the local
request could be met by state resources. If that was not the case, state
civil defense could relay the request to Army liaison officials in the strick-
en community; (3) the Army was expected to relay the local civil defense
request for its assistance to its higher military command which had access to
Army, Air Force and Navy units; and then (4) the higher command would order a
specific unit, usually the Army, to meet the request initially made by the
local civil defense. The diagram below indicates the official channels
through which requests for military assistance were to follow.

Local civil defense

State civil defense

Army local liaison
t

Local civil defense

Higher military command

Specific military unit

Powever, after a few weak attempts to follow this complex chain, the
effort was abandoned. It was considered all around as too time consuming. An
adjustment was made so that the local civil defense could act in behalf of the
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state civil defense and directly request assistance from the Army local liaison.
The change in procedure was done informally because it violated the concept of
the full employment of civil (i.e., state) resources first.

The Army also made an internal adjustment in its procedures in order to
facilitate more rapid assistance to the local community. When Army authorities

were asked to give specific kinds of aids, they immediately and directly alerted
the military unit that would in all probability be ordered by higher military
command to meet the request, inste'd of first notifying higher military command
as they were officially supposed to do. This had the effect of "shortening
the reaction time" of the unit. As one of the Army liaison persons noted in

referring to one such instance:

We called down to the base and alerted our men out there
that they were going to be asked for a demolition team. And
the reason for this tipping off is that they needed advance
warning in the Army to get this stuff. . . . Usually the
majoritZ of the stuff was on the road before /higher wilitary
command/ was even called.

The diagram below indicates in a rough fashion the actual pattern that was
followed in processing civilian requests through the military chain of command.

Local civil defense

Army local liaison

Specific military unit

Higher miitary command

One final modification in official procedures made by the Army was that
it permitted one of its enlisted uien to operate essentially as a volunteer
under civilian officials in order to giive him greater fle'tibility in meeting
the needs of the civilian community. This enli.ted man, among other tasks,
had assumed responsibility for tracing down missing persons ior city officials.
He performed so well in this capacity that local officials asked his Army
superiors if he could be assigned to work with them as a volunteer throughout
the emergency period. Permission was granted by Army authorities and the
enlisted man performed a valuable service for the stricken community.

The Just-cited exemples illustrate to what extent a military organization
can and does alter its operating procedures in order to be more effective in a
civilian emergency. This can be done without any loss of efficiency. In fact.
in the particular case cited, the changed patterns clearly made for better all-
around functioning of both civilian and military groups involved in the
disasLer. Bureaucratic expectations were clearly výjlated but the civilian
authorities were not at all hesitant tn informally approving a deviation from
uhac they considered an unwieldly and unrealistic official pattern.
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In addition to the coordination problem and the authority problem to be
discussed in the following chapter, there are other difficulties that do
sometimes arise in civilian-military relations in a community disaster. We
will only briefly list these.

I. Sometimes community officials do not know what resources are available
at the local level and do not realize these have to be requested from the
military. Thus, valuable time and effort may be lost because civilians
request and receive military assistance which could have been acquired more
easily from local sources. This problem is particularly prone to occur in
communitles with poor disaster planning.

2. The issuance of vague requests for assistance by civilian officials may
hinder a rapid response by the military. For example, time may be loet when
military officers have to check back and ask what particular kind of truck
or other specific piece of equipment is required. Ic is relevant to note
that some local officials in the area affected by Hurricane Carla felt "An
especial need for . . . a military equipment coordinator 'to sort out re-
quests,' and advise on what type of military equipment was available and
whether it would meet needs."12

3. Another problem that sometimes occurs stems from the fact that civilian
organizatLions, in contrast to military ones, often do not have the depth in
manpower. They frequently lack enough persons to rotate coordinators and key
personnel in time of disaster. For exanple, during emergency periods public
officials such as mayors, police chiefs, and civil defense directors often
work for days withot~t any or very little rest. Obviously, there comes a
point when their effectiveness significantly decreases due to their lack of
sleep and hectic activity. On the other hand, key military liaison personnel
work on a shift basis, thus their effectivenets is not usually decreased due
to a lack of rest. Equally as important is that civilian officials sometimes
seem to resent having to deal with a number of rotating military coordinators,
feeling that valuable time is being lost as the new or changed coordinators
have to be updated on what has been occurring. There seems little question
that the advantage of having alert and rested military officers in this kind
of situation is partly counterbalanced by their lack of knowledge of what has
been going on and which is quite familiar to their civilian counterpart.

In summary, we have noted in this chapter that the military frequently
becomes involved in several types of disaster-gmnerated activities in support
of civilian communities. Local officials may call on the militarv ir assist-
ance 4in warning, rescu.6, and other disaster-created tasks. We also not4d that
a number of problems may emerge which effect military-civilian relations in
large-scal2 disaster. Among the most important prcUlm• ;.:entioned was the
difficulty in coordinating military and civilian effcits 2uring the enfrgency.
In the next chapter, we will discuss the problem of .uthority in military-
civilian relations during lUrge-scale disasters.
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CHAPTER IV

AUTHORITY AND MILITARY-CIVILIAN RELATIONS IN DISASTER

Authority is a key dimension of human behavior and social organization.
For example, the various groups that comprise a community can function in an
integrated fashion because certain autLority patterns and relationships are
recognized and accepted as legitimate. Such relationships between the group
components of a community -- i.e., its agencies, organizations and associa-
tions -- make it possible for their individual activities to be coordinated
and controlled so that larger community goals and objectives will be realiz-
ed.

Atthority is important during normal, relativcly stable periods. If
that is so, it is even more crucial under conditions of community stress and
disaster. Under such conditions, there is the tendency for structural
arrangements to break down or become fragmented. Obviously, such fragmenta-
tion makes coordination difficult to achieve at a ttme when it is needed
most. Some of the disruption of authority during large-scale community
disabter is usually a function of thi breakdown of normal means of communi-
cation which typically accompanies extensive emergencies It is difficult
to maintain %OLItrol uver sub-units in an organization, and to affect control
over and coordinatiun between different groups in a community when comvinica-
tion cannot be eetabli.Rhed or maintaiaed.

Also, disasters g,.enerate new tasks and activities and in such cases it
may oe questionable as to who has the authority -- legal or otherwise -- t-
carry them out. Usually, utiless a community has had considerable disaster
experience, there is always scme room for imergent authority patterns to
develop. That is, if there is a void or absence of authority in a new kind
of community stress situation, some form of control pattern will be developed.

In this chapter, we discuss authority relations between the military andcivilian spher-s during disaster. As we shall see, sometimes such relptions

are relatively prcobleT -"ee, and at other times they are characterized by
considerable difficul," Fitst, we will. discue t0a mcaning o' the concept
of authority as it is -enerally used by sociologists, a:r then look at i-s
finctioning in several disaster sitt.•tions.

Sociological Neanina of AuLhoriU

The major analysis of authority aas done by the German sociologist,
Max Weber. He provides this definition: "Authority means the probability
that 3 specitic command will be obevyd."l He furthe" lotes:

Such obedlence iy feed on diverse mot. -. IE may be detet-
mined by . . the complixnt acLor'! inarticulata habituation
to routine behavior; or )y mere affect, that is, purely per-
sonal devotion of the governed. A structure of nower. howev'r,



if it were to rest on such foundations alone, would be
relatively unstable. As a rule both rulers and rules
uphold the internalized power structure as "legitimate"
by right, and usually the shattering of this belief in
legitimacy has far-reaching ramifications. 2

Following this idea, it is possible to visr•ali7e three forms of legiti-
mate authority: legal authority, traditional authority, and charismatic
authority. Legal authority is based on enactmaent by an official body. The
authority invested in state and city governments, and other bureaucratic
organizations represent this form. On the other hand, "Traditional authority
rests on the belief in the sacredness of the social order and its preroga-
tives as existing of yore. . . . The man in command is the 'lord' ruling
over obedient 'subjects.' People obey the lord personally since his dignity
is hallowed by tradition."'3 In a sense, this is authority that stems from
the fact that this is a pattern of social relationships that has been follow-
ed in the past. On the other hand, "Charismatic authority rests on the af-
fectual and personal devotion of the follower to the lord and his gifts of
grace (charisma). They comprise especially . . . abilities, revelations of
heroism, power of the mind and of speech."'4 This is authority, in other
words, that rests on the personal qualities of the actor.

We will be generally discussing legal authority in disaster situations
in this report since it is the basis for power in governments as well as in
organizations such as the military in modern societies. However, it should
be recognized that some elements of traditional and charismatic authority may
be involved in certain aspects of a community response to a major emergency.
These would tend to affect civilian-military relationships in a disaster only
indirectly.

It was pointed out in a previous chapter that the military has a legal
basis in this country for becoming involved in disasters in civilian commu-
nitie!;. It has also been noted that civilian officials have the overall and
final authority in emergencies in their cuxnu.•ities. The legality of ulti-
m&. authority residing in local or state officials, even in disaster sl.tua-
tions, is reflected not only in municipal and state laws, but in federal law
as well. One exception to this could be the declaration if martial law or as
it is now known, martial rule. 5 However, there is no known case of a disaster
where such a declaration was ever made, although incorrect reports of such
declarations frequently circulate in many major community disasters,

In the main, it cat, bt said that the authority arrangements that emerge
between military and civilian officials in large-sale community emergencien
follow from wh.t could be expected given existing law. Yet, in many instances
there are deviations. These deviations from cxpected and institutionalized
patterns which sometimes develop beLween the milita-y and a disaster-struck
civilian coxmmunity are a function of the nature of the pre-disaster and post-
disaster comniunity structure as well as the organizational form of military
groups.
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Predominance of Civilian Authority

In most disasters in the United States, civilian officials maintain
overall authority in the community, and all organizations participating in
emergency operations, including military units, work under that authority.
In part, this is related to the hesitation of most military commanders to
becoming involved in civilian emergencies without the invitation of consti-
tuted civilian authorities, a point discussed in an earlier chapter. In
part, the pattern that emerges simply follows from mutual understanding of
the legal aspects of the situation. Thus, the federal forces and the
National Guard have been observed to be quite willing to work under the di-
rection of and in support of civilian authorities as these officials assume
their legitimate authority during a crisis.

For example, following the Alaska earthquake, the military perceived
itself as being subordinate to local government and local agencies insofar
as emergency operations were concerred. As a very high ranking officer in
the National Guard remarkeu in an interview: "There was never a question as
to who was to be in charge. Very definitely the city police were in charge."
In a midwestern area hit by a tornadu, the Air Forcc base in the area recog-
nized the overall authority in the disaster operation as being vested in lo-
cal officials. As their report of this activity stated:

Combat Support Group personnel were organized into three
shifts (200 men per shiit) and were assigned directly to
the police department. At the police department were
qualified Air Police personnel (Officers and NCO's) who
were literally assigned to the Chief of Police Staff.
They received their assignments from the police depart-
ment and subsequently, a~ssgned and posted their guards. 6

In those disasters studied by DRC, ahere military units participated in sup-
port of emergency operations, they almost always worked under the direction
of some kind of police authority, city,county or state.

Deviations

Thus far, we have discussed those situations in which military-civilian
authority relations have conformed to the expected and anticipated. There
are, however, exceptions to this pattern which we now want to examine.

By and larg., the deviations from the legally sanctioned, and tradition-
ally supported pattern of military subordination to civilian authority in per-
iods of disaster, result from the absence of effective civilian-coimnunity
organization to e.cert such authority. This aspect of social organization in
a conmmunity may be a consequence of the disaster itself, or it may be a pre-
disaster condition. Whatever the cab, may be, the result 13 that the coummun-
ity does not have an effective organization to cope with disaster demands, and
thus the military becomes very intensely involved, often reluctantly so, with
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respect to authority and control in the emergency. What occurs in these
situations, as will be illustrated below, is Lhat the military, so to speak,
moves into an authority vacuum.

It can be said as a general rulE. that in a community-wide disaster, when
official executive authority is not exercised -- either as a result of abdica-
tion, physical incapacitatiou, or absence of the legitimate incumbent of the
positions having executive authority -- considerable pressure is generated for
other officials to assume authority. When this void occurs in the civilian
sphere, the pressure goes over to the military "to do something." This is
hardly surprising. When official authority is not exercised, the organization
(or segments thereof) having the greatest generally rtcognized capability to
deal with the perceived demands is wust likely to be given temporary executive
authority durlu3 the emergency.

There alwdys are some inconsistencies between ideal values and behavior
in a society, and disaster situations are nc' exception. Civilians see the
military as having substantial capability. Thus, !n the absence of effective
organization and the implementation of civilian authority and control during
natural disaster, local communities are sometimes willing to submit to the
diiection and leadership of the military. In certain instances, then, the
military may assume the leadership over some or all phases of a disaster op-
eration without baving the formal authority to de qo.

In such case2, there occurs what can be called the separatiou of leader-
ship from formal authority. Regarding the two Rosow notes:

"Leadership" is the ability to plan, organize, atid direct
the activities of others in order to achieve certain goals.
Authority is the acknowledged right, power, or obligation
to exercise that leadership and to have directives obeyeŽd. 7

From a commanity viewpoint, the exercise of such leadership can be highly
functional in helping to meet major and immediate problems.

In an earlier chapter, mention was made of the fact that following the
tor-aado in Waco som.e persons wanted the military to assume control of emer-
gency measures in that community. This was also the case during the 1957
Lairpasos, Texas flood as is bluntly set forth in this excerpt from a study of
that disaster.

. approxiniately seventy men and oficers from Fort Hood
arrived in Lampasos within in hour after the disaster hit.
Although the comianding officer carefully explained to the
author in -a subsequent interview that his military charges
did whatevwr the local authcrittiez wanted done and did not make
decision- c n their own, interviews with the non-military re-:cue
workers indicate, :hat the Army assumed control of thv res.cue
activitie,- upon arrival. The*se individuals vit-wed the Army's
asbumpti:'n of .onriand with approval, in view of the state of
d4isorder prevailing durinIg the first hoirs of the disaster.
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It will be remembered that the mayor, trapped atop a building,
could not coordinate the rescue efforts. rurthermore, if the
local civil defense director performed any of the duties ex-
pected of the holder of that title, the fact remained unearth-
ed in all the files and interviews relating to the Lampasos
flood. Finally, there ha-d been no atteinpt to coordinate the
rescue work of the local fire and police departments, the Na-
tional Guardsmen, and the large number of private citizens who
volunteered their efforts. Under these circumstances, it was
only natural for the stricken city to look to the Army for
leadership at this vital point of the calamity. As so often
is the case in such situatic,,s, the Army fulfilled 'his need
for direction without resort to the nicities of protocol. 8

The absence of an effective community organization and authority struc-
ture through which military units can work and give support poses a serious
problem for them. For example, following one midwestern disaster studied by
DRC, a National Guard officer said in an interview that because local govern-
mental officials did not exert their authority, "It made it real difficult to
make a decision of exactly what was right and what was wrong. We had to kind
of push them into making this proclamation, and one thing and another." Sim-
ilarly in a tornado aftermath: "The base commander explained the greatest
problem confronting his forces . . . was that 'we were there with military
personnel and material in the midst of a civilian disaster and could take
little action without authorization, yet could for a time find no one to give
authorization.'"9

As we suggested previously, for the military to assume outright author-
ity over civilian disaster operations entails certain potential hazards, such
as possible violation of the Posse Comitatus Act.lO Consequently, in those
situations where the military has actually assumed leadership, civilians still
maintain nominal or token authority. That is, actions are taken and announce-
ments are made so that it appears civil officials are making the key decisions
and are really controlling emergency measures. The possibilities for diffi-
culties arising from such an arrangement are, of course, quite obvious.

Another adjustment by military units when it appears that local authority
is lacking during a disaster is for them to outline needed authority arrange-
ments. In at least one case a military commander actually presented an organ-
izational chart to a mayor suggesting how the emergency response should be
organized. In most cases, when suggestions of this kind are made, they are
usually presented in more indirect ways.

The possibility also exists for the development of an informal sharing
of military-civilian authority in emergency operations. SuchI an arrangement
of sorts emerged between an Air Force base and a nearby community in Georgi.a
following a tornado disa:;ter. The bas, liaison agent to the civilian cotmmun-
ity, although a civilian employee of the military in.tallation, was defined
as representing military authority because hc was seen as an agvnt o' the
base. The report on this situation follows.
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While this man . was cfficially only a liaison agent between
the base and the town, and director of Air Force rescue and clean-
up operations, he became, in effect, deputy mayor. . . . He and
the mayor tegether procured a direct telephone line to base
headquarters. The two men worked as a team, sharing authority
equally and acting as one director of operations rather than as
two. W,:.chever one was in the office when decisions had to be
made and orders issued took the responsibility for action. 1 1

In summarizing what has been said in this chapter thus far, it has first
of all been observed that of the various patterns that might occur, the most
frequent is for civilian officials to exercise their legal authority over
emerger.cy measures, and for the military to function in a supportive or sub-
ordinate role. However, it was noted taat deviations from this expected and
traditional pattern sometimes occur, which seem to be the result of local,
civilian officials not carrying out their legal authority. Such circumstances
may lead to the military assuming overall authority on an unofficial basis,
with civilian officials still nominally in control. Another possible but rarer
deviation which can develop following a civilian disaster is for military and
community officials to share authority informally. Finally, there is the
possibility that martial law (or in the more correct technical terminology,
martial rule) 1 2 will be declared officially subordinating as necessity dictates
civilians to military authorities. Given the value system of American society,
this appears more of a theoretical than actual possibility insofar as natural
disasters are concern'id.

The chart below indicates the form that military-civilian authority
relations can take in major community disasters. The arrows point from the
possible dominant source of exercised authority in disaster to that of the
lesser authority.

Possible Relationships of Military and Civilian Authority

Military Authority Civilian Authority

1. Subordinate - Official
2. Martial Rule V-Subordinate
3. Unofficial mNominal
4. Shared . gpShared

In the final section of this chapter, we present in some detail case
material on military-civilian relations during the 1967 flood disaster in
Fairbanks, Alaska. We conclude the chapter with this material because it
illustrAtes some of the forms that militar".'-civillan authority relations can
ass-me during disaster, and also because iL points out some of the prablems
which frequently devel,,n in this area. In addition, given the extensive
nature of this particular disaster, somt. implications for a nuclear situation
are suggested.
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The 1967 Fairbanks Flood

In mid-August 1967, a disastrous flood hit the Tanana Valley in central
Alaska. Record rainfall caused the Chena River which flows through Fairbanks
and the Tanana River located to the south of the city to overflow their banks
and cveate havoc for the population living in the area.

The largest community effected by the flood was Fairbanks, Alaska with a
population of 30,000 residents. In this, Alaska's second largest city, it
was estimated '.hat the flood damage exceeded $150 million. Extensive evacua-
tion had to be carried out. Over 15,000 of the city's residents were forced
to leave their homes. Around 13,000 were evacuated to emergency shelters in
the Fairbanks area and several thousand were evacuated by air to Anchorage.

Also hard hit by the flood was the village of Nenana located some 50
miles southwest of Fairbanks. Here, the entire population (if 300 residents
had to be evacuated from the community.

Seven deaths were attributed to the disaster in the Tanana Valley. In
addition to the civilian losses, military installations in thc area suffered
millions of dollars in property damage.

Responding to requests from civilian officials the military provided con-
siderable assistance to the disaster-struck region. This included both logis-
tical and direct field support. The primary military assistance came from
Fort Wainwright, which is located adjacent to Fairbanks; Eielson Air Force
Base, located about 23 miles from Fairbanks; and from units of the Alaska
National Guard, including the local Fairbanks unit.

Fort Wainwright was struck hard by the flood, so initially most of the
post's emergency efforts were directed toward its own internal problems. The
post's emergency operation center became the focal point for the Army's emer-
gency response. Duricg the first few days of the flood in Fairbanks, local
officials appeared to be responsible for the community's disaster operation,
so Fort Wainwright personnel dealt through them. Later, though, state offi-
cials assumed the responsibility for the disaster oDeration and at this time
the Army worked through such agencies as the Alaska Disaster Office (ADO),
which is state civil defense in Alaska. Regardless of the civilian authority
which seemed to be in control of the disaster activities in Fairbanks, the
Army served purely in a supportive, non-directive fashion.

The response of nearby Fort Wainwright to the request for assistance
from Fairbanks fits the symbiotic, "good neighbor" pattern which we discussed
in an earlier chaptec. As interdependent as the Fort Wainwright and Fairbanks
comunities are, it appears highly unlikely that the former could have
ignored the latter's call for aid.
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The Army made Bassett Hospital on Fort Wainwright available to Fairbanks
when it became necessary to evacuate the local civilian hospital during the
flood. Army personnel assisted in the evacuation of civilian patients to the
post hospital. In this and other activities, Fort Wainwright used over 150
vehicles in support of the civilian population.

The Army also participated in the extensive air rescue activities.
Helicopters and pilots from Fort Wainwright were involved in the rescue work
throughout the emergency period of the disaster. The Fort Wainwright pilots
worked under the operational control of the Air Force at Eielson Air Force
Base.

Finally, the Army sent in men from Fort Greely located about 105 milcs
from Fairbanks. These men, involved in search and rescue work, utilized ten
special 35-foot boats.

Air Force

For a few days prior to the emergency in Fairbanks, helicopter pilots
from Eielson Air Force base had been involved in search and rescue activities
in areas outside the city. On Tuesday morning, Auguet 15, they began to respond
to the emergency situation as it progressed in Fairbanks. Initially, Eielson
responded with its own crews and aircraft. Later, helicopters and pilots
from Elmendorf Air Force Base in Anchorage were sent .o Fairbanks to augment
the resources of Eielson. Also, helicopter pilots frcm Fort Wainwright were
placed under the control of Air Force personnel from Eielson. In addition
to the rescue of endangered residents of Fairbanks, thi helicopter or iration
had as a secondary mission the distribution of critical! supplies throughout the
disaster area.

The control of military helicopter aitcraft involved in search and rescue
was affected at the command post on Eielsot. Air Force Base. Information and
requests were directed by radio to the base and Air Force personnel determined
priorities and dispatched assistance. The matter of determining priorities
frequently proved to be a difficult problem. For examdle, sometimes untrained
civilian observers with insufficient or inaccurate information would channel
requests for assistance to the Air Force. In the first instance, Air Force
personnel would not know what type of priority to assign a request, and in
the second instance, valuable time would be lost if a mission was assigned
high priority and it was later discovered that those involved were in no im-
mediate danger.

Iu addition to the military aircraft involved in search and rescue activi-
ties, there were also many civilian helicopters involved. However, these
dia not woik under the control of the Air Force. They did, however, add to
the air traffic.

In this cUsaster then, buth t2,e Army and Air Force prcvided considerable
support ti tLe civilian population. For the most pirt, the Army :Jnd Air Force
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provided this aid while working through the command structure of the military.
For a short time at the beginning of the disaster, civil authorities were per-
mitted to give directives to military helicopter crews. However, this situation
was soon modified end an Air Force colonel assumed control over all military
helicopters. From this point on civilian requests for military helicopter
assistance, instead of being given directly to operational helicopter crews,
had to be first channeled through military authorities who were responsible
for determining priorities and establishing coordination in the air operation.
Thus, the military %ad an operation in support of civilian authorities in which
the former made the key decisions.

National Guard

Several Alaska National Guard units became involved in assisting flood-
plagued Fairbanks. An Army National Guard task force was sent to Fairbanks
from Anchorage on Tuesday, August 15. Thp local Fairbanks Army National Guard
unit -- which had been dispatched to Nenana to help localresidents fight a
flood situation which had developed there prior to the Fairbanks situation --
was also recalled to Fairbanks on Tuesday. Both of these Guard units were part
of a transportation outfit and therefore they possessed badly needed vehicles
capable of operating in high flood waters. A National Guard Eskimo scout
unit was also sent to Fairbanks from the community of Bethel. Air support was
provided by the Alaska Air National Guard operating out of Anchorage. Thus,
a fairly sizable National Guard effort emerged in this disaster.

The National Guard played a major role in surface re-scLýe and transporta-
tion. During the emergency period, thousands of residents of Fairbanks were
transported from fl)oded areas to emergency shelters. The Guard also assisted
by transporting and distributing emergency relief supplies throughout Fairbanks
as these arrived frxn outside communities and states. Finally, the Army Guard
aided in providing police security for the ccmmunity.

The Alaska Air National Guard also played an important role in the disaster.
For example, the Air Guard transported thousands of Fairbanks evacuees to Anchor-
age. Also, the Air Guard flew tons of needed supplies to the city.

In this disast,ýr, the National Guard -- both Army and Air -- worked in
the main under the authority and general direction of the Alaska Disaster
Office. For example, the air evacuation missions flown by the Air National
Guard were largely assigned and determined by the ADO. This was the expected
authority relationship between the ADO and the Guard in an emergency which had
teen declared a disutster, as this one had, by the Cavernor.

However, at tines during the disaster, National Guard and civilian officials
experienced authorit•y problems when dealing with one another. Part of the dif-
ficulty apparently resulted from the fact that many of the operations under-
taken Sy individualt; and nrganizations during the flood were new and untried --

at leasL on the scale they had to be performed -- and so there was consider-
able confusion as to who had the legitimate 4uthority to carry them out.
Furthermore, effective authority relations is in part dependcnt upon good
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communications and that was lacking during the flood in Fairbanks. Because of
a general breakdown in communications within and between organizations and
groups during the disaster, there was considerable difficulty in establishing
consensus on such things as emergency priorities; also orders and directives
were frequently countermanded by both civilian and National Guard officials in
Fairbanks. Finally, available evidence suggests that some of the authority
conflict stemmed from the difference in values held by the National Guard and
some civilian organizations.

Throughout the disaster the Fairbanks International Airport was one of
the key centers of emergency activity. From this point, thousands of Fairbanks
residents were evacuated to Anchorage, and the airport became a logistics center
as several hundred thousand pounds of eme:gency supplies flown from outside the
city were unloaded there. Also, during oae period the airport was used as a
heliport for helicopters involved in search and rescue missions. Persons who
were at the airport during the first few days describe the scene as chaotic
with no one having a clear idea as to who was iu charge. When the Guard con-
tingent arrived from Anchorage on Tuesday, some of its personnel were z!ssigned
to the airport whereupon they attempted to exert some authority in order to
bring about a degree of order to the situation. The airport operation proved
to be one of the most troublesome in terms of military-civilian relations in
this disaster.

On Wednesday, the ADO which had become aware of the lack of organization
in the airport emergency operation, assigned the authority for directing the
effort at the airport to a volunteer civilian group. Specifically, this group
was authorized to organize an operation for the reception and distribution
of emergency cargo sent to Fairbanks, and to organize for the pick-up of flood
victims from evacuation centers in Fairbanks and their transportation to the
airport so that they could be airlifted to Anchorage. To assist the volunteer
group in this effort, the ADO assigned to it several men and vehicles from the
Fa'rbanks Guard unit.

Apparently, it was not well understood or accepted by many National Guard
officials that the ADO appointed group was in charge of the vital airport emer-
gency operation. On sev~ral occasions, National Guard officers challenged
the authority of this group by making decisions that members ,'f the civilian
group .id been authorized to make. Also, National Gu'rd officers sometimes
countermanded the orders Lhat had been given by the ADO grouo to the Guardsmen
who had been assigned to work under it.

As we previously noted, group members bring the perspectives and values
of their respective groups to situations, and disaster exrriencei are no
exception. Persons who are in military groups usually prftr that organization's
.tpproach to problems. The same can be said of persons who are most familiar
with civilian groups and organizations, i.e., they tend to prefer civlian
groups and their modes of operating to military ones. Some of the iuthority
conflict between Guard and :ivilian olficials concerning the airport operation
h,,l its basis in such dit'crenccs in group values.



For example, there •,s some feeling in the Guard that a civilian group
could not effectively direct such an important operation. Accordingiy, the
legitimacy of the ADO group to exert authority over the airport emergency
operation was questioned. Thus, in one respect, a military organization
bias hindered the accept-ince of civilian authority.

in contrast, the volunteer group was characterized by a preference for
civilian values and organization, and exhibited a correspondinlg pro-civilian
bias. For example, the complaint was made in this group that as the scope of the
disaster giew the National Guard involved a larger number of its officers.
This supposedly had the effect of making it unnecessarily more complex for
civilian authorities to channel requests and decisions through the Guard's
military structure. Similarly, the complaint was made that the Guard created
probelma for civilian authorities by too frequently rotating the officers in
charge of key activities. For example, in an interview one civilian official
said:

I just don't have the time to search out the commanding
officer. I want that commanding officer on duty 24 hours
a day -- the same that I was for three days straight. And
I want him right on n.y coat tails so that when an order has
to be issued it can go, because there's nothing more frus-
trating than to go over and tell who was in charge four
hours ago what •*ou need and find out that the chain of com-
mand has been cl.anged and now you have to go see another one,

Some of the authority problems which developed between civilian& and the
Guard during the Fairbanks flood grew out of the tact that many of the ener-
gency activities that were carried cut had either never been done before or
had never been done or such a large scale in this particular connunity. Thus,
authority norms had not been worked ouc prior to the flood which would have
outlined the responsibilities of different groups and organizations. No one
had envisioned the groups that would participate in such a disaster situation
nor the emergency tasks that would have to 1)e performed.

Numerous groups and organizations became involved in various emergency
activities. At certain point•, it coild be said that who was in charge was
an open question. Sometimes an offt;ial's authority would be challenged and
sometimes it would not be with regard to the same action. Also, persons at
one level of an organization might recognize the authority of certain outside
officials and at another level they might not. This inconsistency within the
same organiration is illustrated in the quotation below taken from an inter-
view with a National Ctiard officer, lie refers to the response of some lower
level men to civilian officials whom he defines as having dubious authority:

.the driver would toke oIi with an emergency evacuation
to the Utiiver. iity of Alaska, ove of ttv sneltier areas, and
someone at the Vniversity ot Alasl'a with a Ahite hat on and
a red band or something would -ay yrou've got to go over
herv and do this. that, and the other thins. Well. the
poor kid that's driving the trukk hli doesn't Inow. So hli
goo% ahead. So wv 4cttsally lost . lot of our trucks for
operational use for about two or tlrze dalys.



Problems such as these, then, resulted in part from the fact that many of the
groups and organizations involved in emergency activities, including the
National Guaid, had never worked together before. There had been little or
no predisaster planning to establish and clarify authority relationships be-
tween emergi: cy activated groups.

Some af the authority problems which evolved in the Fairbanks disaster
underscor(ý the crucial relationship betwecn control and communication. That
is, the fact that effective control and coordination cannot be realized unless
communications are operative. Telephone communication was disrupted during
the flood and sufficient emergency radio equipment was unavailable to many
groups and organizations performing important disaster tasks. Clearly, some
of the authority problems experienced between the National Guard and the ADO
groups at the airport were due to misunderstanding brought on by the sheer
difficulty of communicating during the disaster.

The lack of provisions for communicationalso created problems for
internal control and the exercise of authority. For example, National Guard
officers often lost effective control of their truck crews involved in eva-
cuation once they departed on a mission because many of the vehicles were
without radios. Sometimes a truck would leave on a mission and not return for
au extended period of time after that mission had been completed. During this
time, the Guardsmen woul-d act on their own or on orders given to them by
persons whose formal authority was at best marginal. Because of this situation
an overall system of mission priorities was difficult to establish. These
internal authority problems experienced by the Guard and other groups also
spilled over into their external relationships. This was true because it made
it difficult for them to coordinate and complement their authority structures
with other units.

With this ca.e material on the 1967 Fairb iks flood disaster we conclude
this chapter on military-civilian authority relations curing disaster. Our
daca indicate that social organizational variables strcngly influence the
pattern that such relatiuns take in disaster situations. Furthermore, we have
suggested that problems in this area can be some of the most difficult to solve
for groups and organizations involved in emergency work.
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CHAPTER V

MII ITARY-CIVILIA RELATIONS DURING DISASTER IN SOME OTHER SOCIETIES

When the pattern of military-civillan relations during major 1isasters
in the United States is compared with those in some other societies; important
differences can be seen. Such relations, like other social patterns, are a
function of a society's past experience and the development of its social
structure. Since societies differ in terms of historical background and the
evolution of their social structures, we would similarly expect some variation
with regard to military-civilian relations during catastrophes.

In this chapter, we discuss military-civilian relations during large
scale disasters in four foreign societies: Italy, Japan, Chile and El Salvador.
Our observations on each of these societies are based chiefly upon data col-
lected by Disaster Research Center field teams following only a single disas-
ter. Therefore, the findings should be construed as tentative until they are
subject to further verification through more disaster studies in each of these
countries. However, at the time these studies were being conducted, every
attempt was made by the field researchers to determine whether the response
pattern was general or only particular to that disaster situation. Similarities
and differences in the military involvement in disasters in these different
societies are pointed up, as well as a drawing of comparisons with American
military organization operations in civi7.ian emergencies.

Italy

On October 9, 1963, a vast landslide into the lake behind the Vaiont Dam
in northeastern Italy produced a great wave of water which plummeted over the
Dam and engulfed the valley below. Between 2,500 and 3,500 persons in the
town of Longarone and several nearby villages were killed by the gigantic
mass of water.

The Italian military provided the major organizational response to this
disaster. The Army assumed control over the disaster scene throughout the
entire emergency period. It supervised and coordinated the efforts of such
emergency activated groups as the police, fire and volunteer groups. Also,
military personnel comprised the bulk of the manpower involved in rescue and
relief work.

F The military was the first to reach the impact area of the disaster from
th -oUtside. Joined by firemen from nearby towns the miliary troops which

.numbered in the several hundreds began a search for survivors. However, there
were few survivors in this disaster due to the suddenness of its onslaught
which left little time for escape. Also, few injured persons we; e to be found
because the tremendous force of the water killed most of the persons in the
impact zone. As a result, the rescue operation consisted mainly of the recovery
of bodies.
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Following the disaster, Some measures were taken to prevent the outbreak
of an epidemic as a result of the large numbcr of bodies. An extensive chlo-
rine decontamination of the devastated area was undertaken; and again soldiers
provided the bulk of the manpower for this operation. Army units also disposed
of animal carcasses so that they would not become a threat to public health.

The nature of Italian society, in part, accounts for the leadership
demonstrated by the military in this disaster. The militaryis expected to
play an important role during major catastrophes. For example, one of the
assigned duties of the carabinieri (military police with civilian responsi-
bilities) is to provide assistance in civil emergencies. Also, under Italian
law, the regular army is supposed to become involved and to exert considerable
leadership during periods of disaster when the 7esources of a region are over-
whelmed, as they were in this case.

A second reason for the heavy military involvement in the Vaiont Dam
disaster had political overtones. Some competing political groups in the
country were trying to determine if blame could be affixed to someone for the
catastrophe -- e.g., by seeing if there had been some oversight regarding the
safety of the Vaiont Dam system. This resulted in the unwillingness of many
civilian authorities to become involved in the important decision making
during the posL-disaster period out of a fear of drawing uadue attention
to themselves which coild later bring them criticism. As a result, the mili-
tary found it nece~sary to move into this authority vacuum. However, given
the structure of Italian society -- i.e., its centralization and the disaster
relief role assigned to the Army -- the military still would have played
a prominent leadership role during the disaster even without the political
controversy.

Janan

On June 16, 1964, at 1:02 p.m., Japan was struck by an earthquake measured
at 7.7 on the Richter scale. The city of Niigata, the capital of Niigata
Prefecture, was th-i most heavily affected area. In this community of nearly
300,000 residents, the earthquake totally or partly destroyed 8,637 houses
and disrupted all the public utilities and normal means of communication.
Eleven persons were kailled and 20 were injured in the disaster. Over fi[•y
per cent of the land area in the city was flooded as the earthquake caused
a weakening of the embankmients cf the two major rivers which run through
Niigata. Floodit.d also resvlted from an earthquake-generated tsunami.

A highly centralized response was made to the disaster; i.e., national
goverimental units of their regional and local representatives played the key
roles. The organtued response in general followed a master disaster plan which
specified that national agencies and miniscries were responsible for directing
emergency measures. Given the centralization of Japanese society, in contrast
to a society such as the United States, such a pattern is not too surprising.

As required by the Japanese master disaster plan, a disaster control
center was established in Tokyo or. the day of the earthquake. Also, a disaster
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headquarters was set up in the city of Niigata. From these two points, civilian
governmental authorities controlled and coordinated the activities of agencies
and organizations involved in emergency measures.

Large-scale assistance was rendered by the Japanese military (Japan
Self Defense Forces) in this disaster. Several thousand men from the Self
Defense Forces and considerable equipment was utillzed to alleviate the suffer-
ing of the affected civilian population. Ground Self Defense Forces personnel,
for example, worked at building dykes, repairing roads and railways, mstoring
damaged pipe lines and assisted in purifying aMd distributing water. The Mari-
time Self Defense Forces transported sandbags, assisted in clearing the Niigata
harbor of debris and carried out reccanaissance work. The Japanese Air Self
Defense Forces transported needed supplies.

The military, then, played an important role in the response to the Niigata
disaster. Yet, they were always under the authority of civilian officials.
The Self Defense Forces were seen as working in support of civilian &gencies
and subordinate to them; i.e., they were not seen as responsible for particular
activities such as sandbagging, but were perceived as, and accepted the role of,
an organization that worked to bclster the resources of civilian organizations
responsible for such activities.

Indicative of the military's subordinate authority in disaster situations
in Japan is the fact that it was never assigned the security function during the
disasLer, this remained the function of the civilian police. In contrast, as
we have noted elsewhere, the military will often be used for security duty in
the United States. To some civilians as well as to some military men in the
United States, the appearance of troops in a security role during a natural
disaster suggests that final authority rests with the military. In Japan,
civilian officials are very concerned about preventing anxy implication that the
military is in charge; and military personnel are not generally used for
security duty during disaster.

The post-war attitude towards the military in Japan is related to the clear
subordination of the Self Defense Forces to civilian officials during disaster.
The upecter of Japanese militarism which led the nation into a costly war looms
large in the minds of many of its citizens; the result has bven that th(. role
of the military has been significantly reduced in that society. The post-war
preferenne for civilian institutions in Japan and the distrust of powerful
offensive uitilitary organizations seem to be symbolized in the present name
given military units, i.e., Self Defense Forces. Because of the post-World
War II structure of Japanese society thez: (1) the master disaster plan clearly
specifies the supremacy c? civilian authority and (2) Japanese m~ilitary officials
themselves exercise considera61, restraint when operating in a disaster situation
io that ic does not appear that the) !re going beyond their narrow limits of
responsibility in a civilian emergency.

We have noted that in the United States, too, ti..- militarj when operating
in a civilian disaster is expected to be subordinate to ca.-lian authority.
Yet, we have seen that this expected and traditional pattern o not always
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prevail in the United States. However, the available evidence on Japan
suggests that the anticipated subordination of the. military to civilian aithority
would be realized more often in that society than in the United States.

First of all, legally there are no exceptions to the prescription in Jnpan
that military authority is subordinate to civilian authority. For example,
there is no provision for martial law in the Japanese legal structure. There-
fore, the attendent confusion which often follows military involvement in disas-
ter operations in this country is absent in Japan. In this country, the mere
presence of the military is at times misconstrucd to mean thkt a state of martial
law has been declared.

Second, it would seem that the very centralization of disaster operations
in Japan would mitigate against the military having to extend its authority
intc spheres that are expected to be assumed by civilian agencies. We pointed
out in :L& earlier chapter that in some disasters in the United States the
military assumes unexpected authority and responsibility because the impacted
communities are'urganizationally poor" -- i.e., they do not have sufficient
local institutions such as fire and police organizations and effectively organ-
ized local governments to cope with disaster. in such instances in the United
States, military authorities feel considerable pressure to "take matters into
their own nands." It would seem that this type of pressure would not be felt
by the Japanese military since civilian national organizations and agencies
as.-&me much of the burden at the local level during disasters In Japan. In
other words, in Japan in contrast to the United States, there is less of
an authority vacuum into which the military could step.

Chile

An earthqueke that registered at 7.5 on the Richter rcale struck Chile on
Suiday, March 28, 1965. Widespread damage and destruction occurred throughout
th4 central portion of the country. In this area, numerous towns and villages
felt the impact of the disaster as 18,000 people were left homeless and between
$5C and $100 million in damage was done.

As is common in Chile, the major response to this disaster was at the na-
tional level. The Chilean military exerted authority over local and regional
civilian officials and organizations in a manner unheard of in the United
States.

Following a major disaster in Chile, national governmental officials decide
whether local civilian authorities should remain in charge of emergency opera-
tions or whether .efes de plaza (disaster area supervisors) siould be appointed
to assume the responsibility for such operations. A .efe de plaza will be
appointed te an area if the government feels that an emergency situation is too
large for local authoritti* to handle. Persons that are designated Jefes de
vlana are military eficers who have previously sdrved in this capacity. Thus
in Chile the national government determires not only the degree of its own
participation 'n disaster operations, but the extent to which local authority
will prevail as well. In the United States on thl, other hand, local officials
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determine the extent of national involvement, and they can either ask for or
reject federal assistance. Further, the military Jeif de plaza arrangement in
Chile gives military-civilian relations during disastero in that country a
character quite different from such relations in societiez like the United
States and Japan.

Shortly after the earthquake, an emergency committee was formed in Santiago

to direct the country's disaster activities. The minister of the interior
was appointed to head the emergency committees which also included the ministers
of the economy and defefee.. The emergency committee was responsible for assign-
ing disaster relief roles to the various national agenci:s.

Also on the day of the disaster, the commander of the armed forces appointed
officers to serve es lefes de plaza in the effected towns and areas. Most of
the lefes arrived in their assigned areas the next day. Local authorities had
assumed control over eukorgency efforts until the Jefes arrived in accordance
.iith Chilean law. When the Jefes de plaza arrived, however, they assumed com-
plete command of disaster activities and had authority over all local govern-
mental officials and public and private agencies involved in emergency work
in their areas. For example, one lefe that was interviewed stated: "All the
public services were under my jurisdiction, inciuding the governor who just
the day before had been my superior,' Similarly, one Chilean civil defense
official observed:

We in all emergencies present ourselves to these men in
uniform because here in any catastrophe the heads are the
military, the chiefs of the areas which are called Jefes de
plaza. All institutions, be it carabineros (national
police), Red Cross, civil defense, and so on, all these
institutions which are organized, inevitably have to present
themselves to the .efes de plaza. There is only one chief,
and that chief coordinates the work of all the institutions;
even thcugh some of us might not have liked it. We cannot
express our dislike.

The Jefes de plaza served as the liaison between the disaster areas and
the national government in Santiago. They determined what kinds of requests
for emergency assistance would be forwarded to the capital and they also
decided how all the incoming aid would be distributed. This is typically done
by the Jefes de plaza during disasters in Chile and it results in miniwgizing
the possibility of needless duplication.

The Army was the most active agency engaged in direct emergency activities.
It, of course, worked under the authority of the lefes do olaza. Both manpower
and supplies were provided by the Army. It was involved in setting up tents
which served as emergency housing for the earthquake victims. The Army was the
major supplier of tents and also supplied most of the vehicles for emergency
transportation. Finally, the Atrny was heavily involved in clearing roads,
patrolling the disaster areas, construction work and distributing supplies.
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1rn Chilean disasters, then, there evolves the centralization of authority
that does not develop in comparable situations in the United States. In the
disaster being discussed, governmental officials ran the support operation
from the capital while field authority rested with the military jefes de plaza.
Such an arrangement violates two American values: (1) the preference for local
over federal authority, and (2) the preference for civilian over military
authority. Thus, the structure of American society would seem to preclude the
emergence of the Chilean form of disaster organization in the United States.

Instead of the centralization of disaster operations as is seen in Chile,
there is great concern with the "democratization" or decentralization of such
activities in the United States. Thus in this country, there tends to be some
rather vague expectation that a local civilian organization such as civil defense
will provide the leadership and will affect the needed coordination in field
operations, rather than a military man or organization. We have already
discussed some of the problems which this arrangement creates in American
disaster responses. For example, it often means that coc'dination between
disaster activated organizations may occur relatively late during a disaster,
if at all, because local authorities may not agree on who should have the
responsibility for bringing it about. Or, the organization or group who does
have this responsibility may not have the ability to carry it out.

We have implied that the emergency centralizatioit in Chile may make for
greater speed and efficiency in disaster relief operations. However, this form
of disaster organization also has its problem. For example, local people
may come to expect and rely upon assistance from the military and other outside
sources to such an extent that they make little attempt to use what skills
and resources there are available in their comunities prior to receiving such
outside assistance. For example, in an interview one jefe de plaza when
talking about the local people in his area '.llowing the earthquake noted:

When I came everyone was here waiting. There was complete
disorganization. Everyone needed someone to help them
organize their activities and no one could think of what
to do on their own at first. They had done some work
with some of the wounded people and had gotten them out
of the houses and this sort of thing, but they had not begun
any organized activity. Everyone was waiting for someone
to give some kind of help from the outside. They were all
somewhat confused and were counting on outside assistance
to help them get reorganized and reestablished.

Some of the prominent patterns %hich exist in the Chilean response to
natural disaster are also found in El Salvador. For example, in El Salvador
the military has considerable authority during disaster and there is in
general, considerable centralization in the responses to disaster in that
society. However, as is shall see, there are ;ome differences when compared
with the Chilean response.
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El Salvador

On May 3, 1965, an earthquake measured at 7.5 on the Mercalli scale
occurred in El Salvador. The affected area included San Salvador, the capi-
tal, and several surrounding towns and villages. An estimated 150 persons
were killed and approximately 500 were injured. About 35,000 persons were
left homeless by the disaster.

Similar to Chile, much of the orgartizational response to this disaster
came from the national level, both in terms of the exertion of authority over
groups and organizations involved in emergency activities and the carrying out
of important disaster tasks. The response of the government was in general
based upon a national emergency plan called the Vulcano Plan which had been
written several months before the earthquake. This plan had outlined emer-
gency procedures to be followed subsequent to a major earthquake. Also under
the plan an emergency structure was established and various branches of the
Salvadorian government as well as non-governmental organizations were assigned
disaster roles.

According to the Vulcano Plan, a national emergency committee composed
of the subsecretaries of the ministries of interior, defense and public health
was in charge of coordinatinS the nation's disaster effort. Several minutes
after the earthquake struck, the national emergency committee met at its
headquarters in San Salvador and launched the government's disaster operation.

National police and national guardsmen were sent into the disaster area
shortly after the earthquake. Residents were evacuated to safety points and
the injured were transported to hospitals and clinics. The chief of staff of
the Armed Forces was designated Jefe de piaza and assumed legal control over
groups and organizations in the disaster area.

Several refugee camps were established where thousands of earthquake
victims were given shelter, food, and typhoid vaccine. Supervision of the
camps was handled by personnel of the Salvadorian Armed Forces under the
authority of the Jefe de plaza.

Private organizations involved in disaster relief work included the Sal-
vadorian Red Cro3s and Caritas (Catholic Relief Service). These two organi-
zations assisted with the distribution of food zd clothing to disaster
victims. The Red Cross and Caritao generally c.ordinated their work with the
national emergency committee.

Although the Salvadorian response to the earthquake was in many ways
similar to the pattern followed in Chile -- for example, the appointment of
a Jefe de plaza and the existence of an emergency comunittee on the national
level with broad coordinative powers -- it was nevertheless somewhat different.
The major difference was that the national government and tho military wielded
more actual power in Chile than their counterparts in El Salvedor. Still,
however, the pattcrns in these two countries, as far 2s centralization and the
involvement of the military is concerned, are more similar to each other than
4ither is to the Uttited States pattern.



The activities of the mayor of Sal Salvpdor during the disaster illustrate
the point that power and control were not as centralized in the national govern-
ment and the military in El Salvador as they were in the Chilean disaster.
Under the Vulcano Plan, the mayor of the city was formally designated the
somewhat limited responsibility of the identification and burial of the dead.
However, his informal activity during the disaster went far beyond this. He
organized and directed several groups of city employees, including the police,
in such work as damage assessment, food distribution, transporting of refugees,
and public security. Through his own initiative he also worked with other organi-
zations such as Caritas. The work of the mayor of San Salvador wa3 not coordin-
ated by the emergency committee or the military jefe de plaza. The kind of
autonomy exhibited by the mayor of San Salvador in this disaster probably could
not have occurred in Chile. Nonetheless, as in Chile, the military and national
goverment in El Salvador played the key roles in the response co the earthquake.

Except in the case of Japan, our data show that societal centralization
is positively correlated with the expectation that the military will supply
much of the leadership in diLater operations, rather than Just working in
support of other agencies. Also, the evidence indicated that in those societies
in which the military exerts considerable authority during disaster, the
alleviation of disaster engendered problems will in general be the responsibility
of nationally based agencies and organizations. Table 1 below shows these
relationships.

TABLE 1

National Societal Structures and Military Disaster Responses

Country Societal Structure Focal Response Expected Role of

Italy Centralized National Leadership
Japan Centralized National Assistance
Chile Centralized National Leadarkthip
El Salvador Centralized National Leadership
United States Decentrol-Zed Local Assistance

In summzry, military involvement during natural disasters in the societies
we have discussed, ind viilitary-civilian relations during such periods reflect
the structure of these societies. That is to say, a society's adaptation to
disaster problems grows out of its pre-disaster structural arrangements and
values.
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CHAPTER VI

IMPLICATIONS FOR A NUCLEAR CATASTROPHE

A basic thesis of this report is that the manner in which militaryI
organizations participate in a community emergency is a function of the nature
of the society in which the crisis occurs, the organizational composition of
the stricken commnity, and the structure of the military itself. Along some
lines, these three aspects would be identical in all kinds of major emergencies.
However, along other lines differences can be expected in a peacetime in
contrast with a wartime situation. Because of the focus of this chapter we
will primarily discuss differences.

Wartime Differences

A society that comes under a wartime attack from an external source
almost always reacts with a heightened sense of solidarity. To this extent,
the reaction is similar to the consensus-like situation that prevail; i-mme-
diately after a natural disaster. One important corsequence of such consensus
is that generally held views about the fainc~ions anc responsibilities of
different institutions and organizations in the society are not likely to be
challenged.

In America as in most other highly developed countries, the national
military forces are seen and are expected to be the major instrunc.nt of the
society to defend itself against external enemies. This will not change in
the " ant of a nuclear attack. There would be a very high uegree of emphasis
on the military mission. This would be marely a manifestation of the priorities
American society could be expected to assign to its various institutional
complexes in the event of a nuclear attack.

If such is the case, it could be reasonably anticipated the civilians in
a nuclear setting would have relatively low expectations about the assistance
they think the military should render them insofar as non-military emergency
tasks were conce"-ed. This of course can not at present be directly documeated.
However, indirectly there is some evidence. If local communities rely heavily
on nearby military resources for assistance during peacetime it is, in part,
because of the realization that the personnel, equipment, mateviel, etc., are
not crucially involved in other. higher priority activity. in one sense,
civilians perceive that the miliLary can be "spared" fo: other us-s in such
situations. Given the m •Ch higher priority mission of the military in vartime,
there would be a different anticipation regarding military help ia 3 nuclear
situation. (It is also o;.cessary to distinguish what civilians would probably
actually anticipate 3s over against wtat they might desire from the military
If they thought tht possibilities were available.)

As indi,eated prtviously, the civilian organizational resourcvs available
for an emergency will deoend on a variety of factors. MotR other thing, soot
cormunitiea have a wide range And a large nusb*r of organir4.iotst others are
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organizationally "'o-or." Speaking very generally, it could be anticipated
that a nuclear attack would be most likely to be directed against the more
populated and thus the more organizationally "rich" areas of the country. In
this sense, communities in such areas would have relatively less need of aid
from the military, as is true even during peacetime disasters. This state-
ment of course makes a number of assumptions such as that the nuclear attack
is not so overwhelming as to leave few viable groups and agencies, or that
the attack is so selective as to impact key emergency organizations somehow
more than the surrounding community.

It is true that there are certain federal policies aiid *here has been
some national planning with regard to military support of a stricken civilian
population. More specifically, there are general regulations and guidelines
as to the support the military organization is to give civil defense. How-
ever, two aspects about all the directives stand out. First it is made quite
clear that:

Military assistance will complement and not be a substitute
for civil participation in civil defense operations. Military
plans and plans developed by civil authority must recognize
that civil resources will be the first resources used to
support civil requirements with military resources being used
only when essential to supplement the civ7il resources. 1

Second, it is equally clearly indicated that as far as priority of emergency
operatinns is concerned:

Measures to insure continuity of pezations, troop survival
and rehabilitation of essenti.al J,.itary bases wilI take
precedence over military support 4f civil defense.'

For the general guidelines and policies to be implemented will require the de-
velopment of more specific and detailed ?lans than presently exist. This will
necessitate the solving of structural, logistic and administrative problems in
planning and a clarification of areas of responsibility and authoritý - all
matters under current consideration. On the other side, it is the DRC field
observation that civilian authorities and organizations at the communit. level
seem almost totally igr.5rant and unaware of intended or planned military sup-
port to civil communities after a nuclear nttack. All of this together does
not augur for much military initiative towards assiscing civ•lians in a nucle-
ar setting.

It does not seem amiss to note that there may be situations where, far
from the military giving emergency assistance to a nearby civilian community,
the converse may be true. That is, it is not inconceivable that the brunt of
even a widespread nuclear attack might be borne by military installations.
If that were the case, instead of excessive requests for military aid to ci-
vilians, the problem could be how nearby civil communities miaht assist strick-
en local bases.
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Finally, the very structure of the military 3trongly encourages it, in a
nuclear situation, to attend to the organization's primary mission. This
mission, of course, is defending and protecting the society against wartime
enemies. During peacetime, military organizations cannot only afford to
participate in civilian emergencies; there are actually positive incentives to
do so for humanitarian as well as public relations considerations. (The latter
fact was sometimes explicitly although carefully acknowledged to DRC field teams
by military commanders when talking of their unit operations in civilian
disasters.) In a wartime situation the permissive condition will be missing,
the rewarding conditions of less importance. The priority of the overriding
military mission will supersede all other aspects.

It is possible, of course, that the legal basis for possible involvement
of U.S. armed forces in civilian communities could be changed under tble stress
of a nuclear situation. The extreme case of this would be the imposition of
martial rule. However, since the whole federal posture and national wartime
planning is fairly negative to taking such a drastic step, even in the event
of a nuclear catastrophe, it is most likely thac the legal basis for U.S.
military participation in the civilian sphere w:ill remain the same as it is in
peacetime.

The use of the National Guard in contrasz to federal forces is somewhat
of a more problematical matter. Since the Guard tends to be defined as a local
community group in many s'. t ons of the country, it might be expected that
considerable pressure would De exerted on the governor for use of such troops
to aid nuclear-stricken coamuuities. Adding to this possibility is the fact
that the Guard, particularly tc the extent it is not actually federally
mobilized, is viewed as having other than solely a military mission of defending
and protecting the society against wartime enemies. Especially among organiza-
tional officials who have primarily seen and worked with the Guard during natural
disasters and civil disturbances, there is a tendency to think of it as a
resource available to handle internal and local problems more tLan external and
matImade threats to the society as a whole.

There do exist some plans for the upe of state military forces in a nuclear
situation. However, these seem to be even less well known at the local community
level than are the very poorly understood specific functions of the National
Guard in many instances of natural disasters. As we shall note later, a more
explicit clarification of the National Guard role in wartime with regard to
their relation to the civilian sphere seems essential in long-run emergency
planning.

In overall terms, then, it is to be anticipated that military organizations
will not participate as extensively in civilian emergencies during a nuclear
catastrophe, as they typically do during peacetime disasters. However, it is
to be expected that Lhore will be some degree of involvement. Total non-
involvement is unimaginable. Prior symbiotic ties of military bases, for
example, with nearby local communities will not automatically anj fully dissolve.
Some civilian officials and agencies will undoubtedly feel that the military
should assist their community if it is hit. This will probably be particularly
true in those communities where there has been prior military-civilian coopera-
tion in naturel peacetime disasters.
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In addition, the scope of the nuclear catastrophe particularly with
respect to fallout will be an important factor affecting military involvement.
One of the most cotmonplace observations that can be made in a peacetime
disaster is that when an emergency function is unfulfilled, an existing
organization or new group steps in to handle the problem. The same could be
expected in a nuclear setting. Thus, for example, to the extent there is a
widespread fallout problem and civilian personnel are insufficient and/or
incapable of dealing with it, there will be both internal and external pressure
on military groups to enter upon the scene. Fallout would also be naturally
identified by most civilians as being a "military problem." In part, this
would be because it is one of the extremely few aftermaths of a disaster agent
that does not have a peacetime counterpart. (Strictly speaking, this is not
totally correct for fallout from peacetime testing and accidents has occurred,
but as a practical matter very few civilians have any experience whatsoever
with such a threat.)

We now tutn to a discussion of the tasks that military organizations might
tend to undertake for civilian communities in a nuclear catastrophe. What
problems are likely to be intensified under that kind of extreme stress
situation will also be noted. In addition, we will examine the nature of the
coordination possible between the military and the civilian spheres of authority
in a wartime nuclear setting. In conclv'.ion, a few suggestions regarding areas
for prior planning to avoid potential difficulties and problems will be
indicated.

Possible Military Assistance to Civilians in a Nuclear Catastrophe

In Chapter I!I of this report, it was pointed out that in natural disasters
the military participates, in varying degrees, in at least nine kinds of
emergency activities: (1) warning; (2) rescue; (3) caring for casualties;
(4) protecting against continuing threat; (5) restoring of minimum community
services; (6) caring for survivors; (7) maintaining community order; (8) main-
taining community morale; and (9) information, control and coordination. To
the extent that military organizatioro, would participate in the activities of
civilian communities in a nuclear catastrophe, the same tasks would probably
be undertaken. There would be only ane almoct certain exception. This is
warning, which in a developing or actual wartime situation is a prime respon-
sibility of civil defense, at least so far as local communities are concerned.
At the national level, the federil civil defense warning system is linked to
the overall military warning system, but this has little direct relevance for
a local base and surrounding civilian conimunities.

Assisting in pre-impact population movements to the degree that this is
part of precantioncry activities issociated a.ith warning seems also generally
precluded for three major reasons. First, even in peacetime, military organi-
zations normally participate on a relatively limited scale in such an under-
taking. It is not a traditional emergency pattern of the military. 3econd,
military directives and plans for wartime operations in support uf civilian
activities almost totally ignore the possibility. The 'gic Defense Department
directive on military support of civil defense lists dozens of specific tasks
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military units might undertake in assisting non-military groups, but no mention
at all is made of help in the physical movement of civilian populations. 3

Finally, it is current national policy to have people take to shelters rather
than to attempt to leave an area in the event of hostilities.

Rescue

Rescue activities along with the control function are the two tasks that
military orgarizations would most likely undertake with civilians in a nuclear
setting. The reason for the probable involvement in rescue efforts is that
this is a very necessary task that is not the major responsibility of any
organization in American communities. Far more than other organizations,
military groups have the personnel, the equipment and the formal organizational
structures that lend themselves quite well to systematic search-and-rescue
efforts. It is easier for the military to fill this gap in the emergency
requirements of a community than it would be for any other organization or
agency. Also, since this activity is one directly associated with the saving
of life -- a fundamental value in American society -- there would be pressure
from within the military and from civilian sources to act in support of this
value in time of great emergency.

On the other hand, there are the potentials for some major difficulties
between civilians and the military if the latter attempted to assist in the
rescue of the former after a nuclear attack. If the military is going to hold
to its primary mission, it may not be able to use as much personnel and au many
resources for rescue purposes as civilians might consider necessary for what
they would consider an extremely important emergency task. Given the large
number of lives that could be at stake, some civilians might on this point
question the priority of the military mission. Then, too, military officers
might have a better ,nderstanding than civilians of attempting rescue in the
context of radiation and fallout dangers, and thus the necessity of proceeding
cautiously. The lack of experience of bath parties in working together in
such a kind of very unusual and dangerous context would further add to the
possibility of stress and strain in civilian-military relations.

Caring for Casualties

There is little evidence from peacetime disasters to suggest that military
hospitals might become subject to widespread demand for civilian use in a
nuclear catastrophe. In general, such resources are seldom visualized by local
community officials as something they could call upon in a major emergency.
Civilians almost totally ignore, even in major natural disasters, the hospital
facilities of nearby military bases and the huge complexes of the Veterans
Administration. The reason seems to be that the military is simply not thought
of in medical or health terms. To suppose that this perception would be
drastically altered in a wartime setting is to assume changes in continuity of
human and social behavior that seldom occur. Even the providing of medical
supplies -- typically the major military medical assistance rendered in peace-
time disasters -- is more often done at the initiation of the military organi-
zation than as the result of requests by civilian authorities.
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It could be supposed that the probable changes in quantity and quality of
victims in a nuclear catastrophe as compared with natural disasters might make
a major difference in the seeking of medical care. This of course is possible.
However, it is to be suspected that any such change would occur primarily as
the result of the initiative of the military. A far more likely imposition of
demand for medical care of civilians by the military is likely to stem from
the military organization taking over the general care of survivors of a nuclear
attack. If the feeding, sheltering and clothing of victims is assured, it
almost follows that medical care wouLd also have to be provided. This general
possibility is further examined in a later discusston.

Protecting Against Continuing Threat and
Restoring Minimum Community Services

In natural disasters, the military typically plays a secondary and
supportive role to civilian efforts directed against continuing threats ane
civiliar attempts to restore utility services. There is little reason to
suppose that this would materially change in the event of a nuclear catastrophe.

However, as already indicated, this must be qualified insofar as radiation
or fallout dangers are concerned. As previously noted, civilians tend to have
had little experience with such kinds of dangers. In addition, civilians
undoubtedly see such threats to themselves as being associated with weapons,
and the latter evoke the image of the armed forces. For these and other reasons
alluded to earlier, it should be expected that civilian officials and communities
would turn to military groups for advice and assistance in dealing with the
fallout and radiation threat, particularly in the absence of aay other viable
group that might have competence regarding such kinds of dangers. The additional
problem of the number of military personnel that would be required to handle
all aspects of radiation and fallout dangers is noted below.

Caring for Survivors

In peacetime disasters, the American military often provides a "back-up"
organization to assist in feeding, clothing and sheltering victims, refugees
and evacuees. As was noted earlier, military organizations particularly seem
to get involved in this kind of activity when the disaster is multi-faceted,
i.e., when several disaster agents have appeared si&ultaneously or close
together. A nuclear catastrophe would be such a setting. However, in peace-
time disasters, much of the initiative in providing this particular kind of
aid comes from the military organization; it is not typically undertaken as a
result of demands from civilian authorities. In general, the same kind of a
situation might be expected in a nuclear setting with the role of the military
depending on how well otner organizations in the community could deal with the
problem of caring for survivors. If community agencies and groups cannot deal
adequately with the problem, it could become a major task that the military
organization might have to undertake with relation to civilians.
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theIn many ways the crucial factor in this respect will be the ability of

the traditional emergency welfare organizations in American society, particularly
the Red Cross, the Salvation Army and different church groups, to function in a
nuclear setting. Analyses of the possible functioning of some of these kinds
of groups and agencies are discussed in other reports in this series. As a
general statement, it can be said that there are probably some very definiteSlimits on the extent to which such organizations could bear the total emerg'ncy

relief demands likely to be generated in the aftermath of a nuclear attack.
Some of the imnediate burden at least, unless emergency plans are devised that
will involve other organizations, would seem almost inevitably to fall upon the
military.

Maintaining Community Order

As indicated earlier and contrary to deeply and widely believed myths,
natural disasters are not characterizned by great amounts of looting, any mob
activity, or widespread crowd disorders. There are many reasons for this state
of affairs, but at a fundamental level it is because human and social behavior
does not quickly or radically change from everyday patterns, even under
conditions of extreme stress. Isolated cases of deviation can be found, as they
can also be noted in the most normal of times, but the overall behavioral pattern
is clear. A similar absence of major anti-social or disruptive deviant behavior
in the aftermath of a nuclear attack can be expected. (Such objective evidence
as does exist for the emergency behavioral pattern in Hiroshima and Nagasaki is
consistent with this statement.)

However, just as the military is called upon and is expected to assist in
maintaining security after a peacetime emergency, similar requests may be
anticipated in the wake of a nuclear catastrophe. Just as in peacetime, such
requests will be very difficult to ignore. At the very least, a manifest
albeit possibly nominal response will have to be made by the military to such
civilian pleas (usually by the mayor or the police) for aid in maintaining
security. As we note later, if nothing else such actions will contribute to
the maintenance of community morale.

Control and supervision of traffic movements rather than maintenance of
security would be a far more l!kely task for military forces after a nuclear
catastrophe. It is true that for a variety of reasons far less convergence on
the impact area can be expected in a wartime as compared with a peacetime
emergency. If this is the case, there would be far less of a traffic problem.
On the other hand, there are some special aspects of a nuclear bcnbing that
might require more in the way of roadblocks, guards and similar control
measures. Passage in and out of a radioactive zone will, for example, have to
be restricted in different ways and ,i:•ght entail the use of great numbers of
men.

The necessity for the military in such oituations obviously depends on a
variety of factors. In some possible wartime oituations, civilian police
for 2,s with the help of auxiliaries might be able to handle the problem. On
the other hand, in the aftermath of a very heavy and widespread nuclear attack
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upon the country, most of the military personnel available might be occupied
solely with the control task if they were so assigned. Clearly the magnitude
of the task will affect civilian need for military assistance in this regard,
but there would seem to be limits even to the capabilities of the armed forces
in this reslect

Maintaining Community Morale

An easily overlooked emergency task is that of the maintenance of commu-
nity morale. This will be even more crucial in a nuclear catastrophe than it
is in a natural disaster. In many ways, however, it is one of the most easily
met demands, for it essentially involves, insofar as the military organization
is concerned, "a show of uniform," an indication of the presence of the armed
forces on the impact site in the civilian community. The visible carryirLn out
of assigned tasks in connection with other emergency activities already dis-

cussed would help the military to contribute to the maintenance of community
morale.

Coordination of Military and Civilian Authority

In the absence of martial rule, authority in a nuclear catastrophe will
be the same as in peacetime. That is, there will be two authority systems in
the society -- with the military one fcrrmally subordinate to a civilian hier-
archy of the President, Congress and other civil officials such as the Secre-
tary of State. As we indicated earlier in Chapters III and IV, however, there
are almost always problems of coordination between civil and military author-
ities even in natural disasters. Part of this, as also previcusly discussed,
stems from the traditionally given American cultural value that civilian
supremacy of the kind indicated over the military is to be manifest at all
times; some of the difficulties result from the mutual lack of understanding
by civilians of the military bureaucratic structure, and the latter's lack of
appreciation of civilian procedures and manners of operations. Other factors
were also examined earlier and will not be discussed again at this point.

It seems rather obvious that the problems of coordination between mili-
tary and civilian authorities will be considerably aggravated in a nuclear
catastrophe. klmost all the sources of irritation, misunderstanding and con-
flict present i•i a natural disaster will exist in even more magnified form in
a wartime setting. As th( .ase material shows in the previous chapter, some of
these difficulties ara avoided in other societal patterns of military-civilian
relationships; they however involve a national social structure inconceivable

in present-day or any foreseeable American society.

Only one aspect oi military operations in natural disasters offers much

hope for better coordination with civilian authorities in a nuclear catastrophe.

There is a strong tendency for the military organization to seek to coordinate
its activity with civilian groups by establishing liaison with the police (and

less frequently with civil defense) who are seen as acting representatives of
the local community. Official federal civil defense policy, and to some extent
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actual operational policy at the local community level, makes civil defense
in a nuclear catastrophe the coordinator of the civil government in its emer-
gency responses. This being the case, if civil defense did its assigned'job
in the civilian sphere, the military organization could be quite effective in
a nuclear catastrophe in relating to the local community by establishing major
liaison with the civil defense organization. This, of course, presupposes a
viable and locally accepted civil defense structure, a situation far from
being the case in many present-day American communities.

Particularly crucial in affecting the response of the military will be
its prior contact with other groups or organizations. In this respect, expe-
riences during natural. disasters could influence considerably what organiza-
tions the military might try to establish liaison with in a nuclear situation.
Thus it might be said that the greater the experience military authorities
have in working with civil defense officials in natural disasters, the more
likely military commanders will turn to them at times of other community
emergencies.

Some Planning Priorities

In the light of our examination of actual military-civilian relations in
peacetime disasters, and our projection and extrapolation of these into &
nuclear setting, certain priority matters for prior emergency planning suggest
themselves.

1. The prime military mission of the armed forces as well as
the need of the civilian community to be prepared to solve
its own problems in a nuclear catastrophe must be continually
made explicit.

2. The role of the National Guard in nuclear siLuations must be
made far clearer than it is at present to community officials.

3. The military organization must prepare and expect to be called
upon for assistance to civilians in rescue and security measures
in the aftermath of a nuclear attack.

4. Civilians will expect the military to assist with unique and
special problems such as nuclear fallout and radiation unless
more clearly relevant and distinctive organizations for this
emergency task are developed.

5. The possibility exists that the military in the event of a
nuclear catastrophe might be expected to assume part of the
responsibility in caring for survivors.

6. Coordination Setween civilian and military authorities in a
nuclear catasLrophe will be even more difficult than in
natural disasters unless civil defense can better establish
itself as the coordinator of the civil government in its
emergency responses.
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7. The probability of the military establishing liaison with civil
defense as representative of civilian authority will be increased
to the extent there has been experience in other community
emergencies such as natural disasters.

In the event of a nuclear attack, the military forces of the United States
will play the major role in the defense of the country. However, the military
organization of necessity will also have to participate to a degree in the
civilian respons! to such a catastrophe. This report, on the basis of studies
of peacetime disaiters, has •uggested the probable lines of a wartime response
and the possible and probable military-civilian difficulties which may arise.
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FO•TNOTES: Chapter VI

1. This is quoted from paragraph 220.4 from Department of Defense Directive
3025.10, March 29, 1965.

2. ibid.

3. U.S., Department of the Army, Headquarters, Military Assistance to
Civil Authorities, Pa=hlet 27-11 (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1966), pp. 2-3.
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